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GLORIA: When di d you begin writing poetry? 
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FRANCES: About three or four years ago. I felt like a dam had broken and 
the poE!\s started pouring out. You see , I first started to write 
about (22J years ago . : in a workshop 1t was recognized that I had 
a certain talent. I had written a poem about my son Louis who had 
nearly died when he was five .. . every woman who heard the poem would 
cry but the men told me it needed filling out ... they wanted more 
images about the test tubes and instruments and needles. I just 
knew I wasn ' t interested in a poem about the cold paraphern~li ~ cV"" 
the hospital. What interested me was, how do you live long enough 
in five years, so that if you died it would have been a life ... 
had I given my son enough love and whatever can you give a kid? 
And I thought, well if that's what you have to do to make a poem, 
with the kind of concrete visual imagery they wanted, then I'm 
not interested, I'm not a poet, I don't give a damn. Of course, 
by that time I was also falling in love with the teacher@· ·we 
started going out together. So I stopped writing and got m'arried 
and spent about ten years giving parties and mothering. 

While you were mothering, you must have had a strong 
intellectual life. I read a critical piece of yours 
in Chrysalis magaz~ne .. . 

When Mark, my husband, was head of the poetry center, I lived in 
an atmosphere of poets. I went to lectures and Mark and I really 
liked to talk . . . he encouraged my left bra in ... my sense that I was 
intelligent ... something I had never experienced before .. . he kept 
telling me I was brilliant until I finally began to become smarter. 
You know, we do respond to expectations! 

How did you feel about the domestic part of your life? 

I cannot deny that I loved nurturing, but I didn ' t want to be a house
wife. I really wanted to be what I thought was a courtesan ... 
an intellectual companion, a sex object, a hostess. 

How did you become interested in feminism? 

After years of entertaining and heavy socializing, we moved to 
the country . I found out I had cancer, lymphoma . I made a vow 
that since I wasn't going to live very long, I never ~gain wante& 
to do anything I ~~ •t have to do. My son's girlfriend a t the 
time was a feminist. I used to say to her, you don ' t 
have to be a fanatic and she looked' at me and saw, oh Frances, 
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yes you do. And that's where I think i t began . About 1970 . 
She was one of the most important people in my life. she said, 
Frances) stop talking and write. I said, I can't write : She 
said, yes you can, I want you to. Which is when I went to my 
friend Kathleen Fraser who advi sed me to write all my ideas in 
the form of a letter. That was the article you read 

From your poetry and your criticism, I see that some of 
the issues you're worki ng through have to do with your 
illness and your mother? 

During the time I was writing Any Ti me Now, I had just had a 
flare- up and more cancer . my therapist said, you have to go 
in and f i nd your own nuri uring mother because you don ' t seem to 
be able to accept any kind of nurturing from your real mother . 
If you go inward to your unconscious, you will find a nurturing 
mother there, but on the way, don't be surprised if you find your 
bad mother first. So Any Time Now is really about that experience. 

ili.l 
Why -d-e- you write of yourself as two persona, Fran and Serafina? 

Fran is the good girl, ~~r Td of the patriarchy . Serafina is 
the repressed naughty girl. I t ' s sort of an artificial division . 
But Serafina is the one who came out when I started to write poems 
a few years ago ... the naughty girl finally speaking up. 

Our culture doesn't reinforce girls for being naughtYI . ey- wit\ 
naughty, I think we can include adventurous, noisy, brash ... 

Yes, which is why I have seen myself more as Fran. Phyllis Chesler 
said it first in Women and Madness, that women are unmothered i n 
a patriarchy, because the role of the mother is to represent t he 
culture to her children . . . the mothers are the restricting ones i n 
the family, not the fathers . Our fathers are often nicer to us 
than our mothers. Our mothers tell us to be polite and not stick 
our necks out. i t ' s their job to perpetuate the stereotypes, though 
they don ' t thinR' =of i t that way, of course. 

In one of your works you talk about the need to be more 
adventurous. What do you mean by this? 

Exploring, traveling . You understand, my middle- aged needs for 
comfort are very strong and just the wish to get rid of them 
doesn ' t always get rid of them . I could say that feminism by 
itself is an adventure out of the middleclass Jewish community 
of Hartford, Connecticut where I was brought up. Look, I've 
learned to jog five minutes without stopping ... tha~ seems silly 
to some people but at /57, that ' s adventurous for mt-! 

Well, mothers haven ' t much history of adventure in the 
world. You've rai sed three sons. Do you see gender 
stereotypes in your sons that you helped create? 

Yes . I know to what exteni I created machismo in my sons so 
I have to be more sympathetic to men than mothers of daughters 
are. I think at this moment it ' s still difficult for even the 
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most avid feminists to raise sons. It' s easy t o feel good about 
the effort to r a i se daughters without stereotyping them, because 
you try to give them the quali ties t hat the culture essentially 
values ... self- love, authority, strength, physical mobility. But 
if you try to encourage so-called female virtues in boys, you 
risk doing them great social damage because these virtues are 
in reality not valued by the culture . And possibly the social 
damages would undermine any psychologi cal advantages that the 
"female " virtues are intended to provide. 

So raising sons to be feminists or to fit the demands of a 
non-stereotypical ideal is a touchy problem for a feminist parent . 
I've seen too many unhappy children who are the products of the 
psychological experimenters of my generation of parents. 

I-se-e--f-e-minism as t lie future o:r-the ra-ce, -not- as an 
exp~~iment-, even j:f men- and women are fu:mblirrg wi~h the 
challenge. While the past is beyond judgment , we can 
g~t a- sense of direction from it . What would you have 
done differently with your sons? 

It ' s hard to say what I would have done then , but if I were 
raising sons now . .. I would , for i nstance , allow them to cry . 
I--would-~ot teJ,-1-~aem-tRey W~Fe cowards if ~hey did cr y or 
d-HHJ. ' t want ... to fight . I f they f elt like playing with dolls , 
~lffl-ew , I w-&el±"d-ne±theT encourag·P.-·t'J'l"- d:i:see-l.l'rage-a-11:Y of tha-t 
..kin.d-0£- thing .. I would ~ fact-, probably gi ve them , ome dolls 
to nurture . 

In a review you wrote of Ellen Moer ' s 
you said that the subject matter that 
women bores men or even offends them . 
still true? 

book, Literary Women, 
most deeply interests 

Do you think that·' s 

I think it is still true but less true . Here ' s a good example : 
a few years ago I went with my husband ad stepson--who is an 
artist--to the Judy Chicago exhibit at t e museum . There were 
about five paintings that just knocked e out! I haven ' t talked 
to a single woman who didn't feel them very powerfully and 
positively. My husband, who is a fe ·nist and who has fought 
hard for feminists in the college ere me teaches and is a 
strong supporter of feminism :yv-every way, and my stepson , who 
is also a femi nist, di1n't like Chicago. And a lot of men don ' t 
like her work. Whereas women are immediately drawn to her . 
Often, men don't l ike the books that women like. 

Men- have-n' t lilced George Eliot or Virginia Woolf as much 
as women have ... 

They like Austen better, but they still criticize her · for not 
having more about the Napoleonic Wars in her novels! 

Men often criticize women for not having a broad scope 
i n their wri ting ... 

Men are not generally interested in relationships between women, 
and I ' m not talking about sexual or lesbian r elationships . I' m 
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talking about the times between women. There are whole novels 
written, for instance, without a woman in them, like Moby Dick. 
Think of Jeanne Moreau's movie, "Lumiere." I was so excited 
about it and afterwards Mark said,~You know, I cannot understand 
what was so exciting to you. Now I have really educated him 
and he has struggled very hard with his innate patriarchal sense 
of what art is ... he has struggled to hear me. If he can't get 
it, then we can really say it's hard to get . I mean, he has 
grown to teach feminist writing in his classes. Sa- I said to 
him, emember the scene by the swimming pool. There are things 
in that movie over and over again that I've never seen in movies 
before. They are what women are like when there are no men around! 
And you haven't seen them either and you didn't notice. Remember 
how giggly they were when they were getting into the pool ... 
poking fun at themselves and imitating sexual behavior and 
wriggling around. Stuff like that ~ I said / women do alot of 
when we're QY ourselves. It's the way we are often 
with each other, when there are no men around. ~ 

By the way, Jeanne Moreau doesn't consider herself a feminist 
according to a profile of her in the New Yorker. Why do you 
suppose some women denounce or avoid feminism or refuse to ally? 

well, I get annoyed with them, but I'm also sympathetic. These 
women who are exceptional, in the sense that they have been able 
to be accepted by the patriarchal world, say they're not feminist 
when in fact, their success has depended on feminism. There are 
many women today who have audiences and support systems and followers 
and readers they wouldn't have had before feminism. LessingLe 
Golden Notebook, for example, was ecstatically welcomed by feminists, 
which provided her with a large readership , Then, reciprocally, 
her writing became a spur to feoinism and to more authentic female 
writing. And it was largely the women who got the men to take 
her work seriously. 

3ut what about woo.en who achieve recognition and don ' t 
ack..YJ.m·1ledge ot her women ... the poli -c i cal naif o~ t he 
successfu: queen oee ... 

Well, with others it's sort of like the r ole of an "Uncle Too.." 
In order to get out of a ghetto, whatever kind of ghetto it i s , 
a person often has to have a particular kind of aggressiveness, 
a-st~ong- inneP drive--for whatever psychological reasons--and 
s.ome _good fortune. And I think you have to have a mixture of 
a certain kind of aggr-e~sion and a certain kind of ruthlessness 
i order- to leave the water and try t~ walk on land, so to speak ~ 
The particular probleo women have i s that we are conditioned from 
our earliest moments to scratch each other's eyes out for any 
available men. I think it's inevitable that the first women 
who make it 0nto land are largely unconscious of how -they've done 
it, what it's cost them and other women. 

Unconsciously not admitting who helped them? 

Maybe. I don't think that O'Kee.fe, no matter how great she was, 
would have become so well known without Steiglitz 's help. My 

I\ 
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own poems were quite quickly experienced as interesting--because 
of the peculiar mixture of age and stuff that I am--but I am 
aware that I had an advantage in finding people to publish them. 
This had to do with the women I knew because of being Mark's 
wife. I was already in the world of poetry. 

Which women in the world of poetry do you feel have 
influenced you? 

Susan Griffin. I think it was when I read her poems that it 
first occurred to me that the kind of poetry I had originally 
wanted to write, one could write. And of course, Adrienne Rich. 
And Levertov, particularly her Relearning the Alphabet. Of the 
older poets, I think my all time forever obsessive excitement 
is with H.D. 

Why H.D.? 

No matter what of hers I read, I find myself. And the song of 
her work._-.-~&t• makes me ecstatic. At first I thought her 
poetry was classic and boring. I couldn't get into it. Then 
after I'd been writing for a while I started reading Trilogy 
and have been reading her poems and prose ever since. She may 
be a npoet's poet," but that may be just because she's so seldom 
taught. Hardly anyone teaches her, and if they do they're likely 
to teach the early poems ... which are perfect "imagiste" jewels. 
But her greatness doesn't become clear and exciting for me until 
the poems of WW II and after. 

Hasn't H. D. been largely ignored by academics? 

I want to tell you a story here that illustrates the kind of 
~ .. ~--.r.--r problems even the best women writers are up against in the man-
''.'"1 ~ , IYIML, dominated culture: Mark couldn't read H.D., even after I'd told 
(IJ "-ptetii,~J him how I felt . about her. Her poems bored and irritated him. 
~~~WMmJBut he took what I said seriously, so he said, okay, when you 

find one where the song of it gets to you, read it to me, show 
~nu.. me what it is you like so much. I read him a small poem from 

Helen in Egypt and he didn't like it. He criticized this word 
and that construction. why didn't she use a simpler word, why 
this archaic one , etc., and I said I'd have to think about it, 
but one thing I was sure of was that it was not an accident. 
She knew exactly what she was doing, that I was sure of. So 
he took another look and this time paid serious and analytical 
attention to his own question and as soon as he did that he was 
able to see how skillfully the poem is constructed and the reasons 
for what he had thought was carelessness. He even began to enjoy 
a little the rhythms he had so disliked. But that's the kind of 
respectful attention men (and women too, until recently) don't 
think of giving to women poets they can't immediately understand. 

Has it been difficult living with a poetry teacher? 
You've obviously had aesthetic di s agreements ... 
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You refer to your husband a great deal when speaking 
xmf about aesthetics. Are you measuring your literary values 
against his? 

Well, he tries very hard to understand the possibility that 
there might be a separate female aesthetic, and when he fails 
to understand a work of art by a woman, such as Judy Chicago 
or Adrienne Rich, when he simply can't see or can't hear, 
it makes me feel, if he doesn't understand, look what we're 
up againstl 

In a sense, isn't that still looking to the patriarchy, 
as you put it, for validation? 

Absolutely. What I'm saying by indicating the need to develop 
our own feminist aesthetic and then bringing Mark in, is that 
sometimes it's a waste to worry about what JlllUIX male judgment, 
Because even the best of them don't understand much of our work. 
I am voicing a reminder to myself, living with an articalate 
and feminist teacher and poet, that·there is a constant temptation 
and seduction to look to men for approval. This is particular to 
the heterosexual woman, wanting the approval of daddy. 

There is a ciphoning off, a co-option of female values by the 
greater male ~ulture~ not just in art, but in all fields. 
Where is the power? The power of immortality in art does not 
lie with females! -Has not. Elizabeth Barrett (Browning) was 
the most popular writer of her time, but now popularity is 
a dirty word. Who controls the anthologies and journals of 
prestige in this country? Not women! If anything, XBlll the 
art of women is localzzed, not nationalized, in terms of an 
audience. 

How do you th!Ri/i~!e&fcan make a greater impact on 
the culture? 

Women must be willing to be followers of women. Our primary 
task is to pay attention to what women are doing. I use Mark 
as an example of why we have to do this. Our most interesting, 
experimental wg~t& 1f t1~s of language are not going to be 
recognizalllirby jtlh la~ most educated, feminist men. I think 
I'm more aware of this than other women, because I have to live 
with it. 

Would you say that women need a lineage of women artists 
to whom they may look, as men have always had? 

I think uXlb:µ: it imperative that we do. If we had feminist 
criticism of Gertrude Stein, we might find what in her work 
is useful to us. The reason I push for a female aesthetics 

i is ~hat euttx xae:xttada~ there is a realm of experience that 
women may write about that is not recognizable to men, and 
that the form such writing takes is also not recognizable to 
men. Some of our most original wor~ is stunted because it's 
never looked at by men. ,If we don't explore what it is that 
ma 
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may be specifically female in both acclaimed and unacclaimed 
wrtters, then that information won't be passed on to the next 
generation. We need a tradition to stand on and to proceed 
from. !kn Avant garde male artis18 fights a male tradition 
in art. It's not adequate for woman ~o jump in and help 
them IDBU'Q'X destroy what came before them. How can a·woman 
write de-constructivist poems when the men are attempting to 
de-construct a language that has never really been women's? 
In attacking the language, we attack their language, not ours. 
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I've educated him now just as much as he's educated me, although 
at first it was the other way around. Now he can read Rich, who,,.,, 
he couldn't read . Now he t eaches H. D. t o his students. He had 
to be receptive in the first place . I think ~he thing you have 
to realize in writers, artists, men teachers is that they can be 
feminists politically, but their identity is totally locked up 
in definitions of art that they thems elves had to learn at s ome 
cost to other sides of themselves. It's the same thing with 
Uncle Tom women and men who 've had t o cut out some part of 
themselves. They are very reluctant to admit that they had t o 
do it, andLallow those parts back into their sensibility and 
judgment . I\ 

~ What is your experience of sexism in the art world? 

Many men do not s ee aesthet ics as an appropriate pl ace f or 
femi nism . I think all of us a r e quite willing to give up 
what we don ' t care about too much . You f ind , I think , in 
the art world , that i t ' s easy for men to be political feminists 
and make a lot of noise about letting women in. Y--eu _£Otice the 
word, ' letting '. 

I want to t alk about aesthetics and women, since I know I,, ,. : J 
1 

\ 
you've t houg~t _a grea~ ~eal about t~e s u~j ect. j ~a~~~g ~W· ~ 

. , in 
Ms . article) says tha t it's dangerous to cal l yoursel 
woman writer, because writer is a universal term . hen 

u attach the wor d 'woman ', you make it l ess t 
rat r than more . Wha t do you think? 

Cynthia Ozie has also said that she wri tes£ om the neck up . 
I think t hat 's bsurd. Nobody wri tes from e neck up because 
if you cut somebo ' s head off, then the re dead . You wr ite 
with your whole bod I beli eve that Ke t hrust of my book 
Any Time Now is agai n mind/body sp dt . I thi nk t he divi sion 
is dangerous. It may h e , at one ime , been useful in order 
t o develop civi liz~tion ... aybe w needed the sky god and the 
earth goddess and certain k ds of focus i ng on the left br ain , 
but I thi nk that usefulness h seen its day . 

So you're saying tha t writers write f irs t from the experience 
of bei ng a man or a oman? 

I t hink i t ' s a mi s ke to think that you ave to wr i te as a 
"woman" as a ki n. of metaphysical command , ut I do think that 
t~ere i s a com sion to write out our femal experience in a 
kind of cone t r ated way because so little has een written by 
us . We st· do not know who we a r e and all the rgwnents about 
nature/ n ure and so on invol ve t his f irst questi : · are we 
at this i me , r eally just t he same a s men? Or are w in fact 
di ffe nt ? And if so , i n what ways? I t hink we shoul feel ' 
f r ee o r eally go i nto the effor t of discoveri ng who we 

th~refore write as women . As to whether the question 
t aching "woman" io a r tist is a put_down , that i s what I ca 

female self-hatred . It 's clear that female self- hatr ed i s wha 
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estroys us over and over again. I think that if yo say Germa 
w ·ter or Polish writer or Russian writer or Sout rn writer , 
it' not a putdown. Of course, overall, they ' ,~ri ters in the 

sal sense, but still they're writing fr.ma certain locale 
ink to be a woman is a certain loca e. 

Ozick ight say that art has to tra scend that locale ... 
that we ay not be free of it in ality but in our 
imaginati ns, we can be whoever e want to be ... 

I agree. We don out only women's experiences. 
But anything you w ite as a woma is going t o be a woman writing! 
We should feel ~anti ed to writ about whatever we want . For 
example, there is a p rt of me which I experience as a male ... hP
appears in my dreams ... e ' s boy , he's a man. Sometime I wmuld 
like to feel fre e to wri e out him. I will write about him, 
However, it will still no ea man writing about a man . It will 
be a woman writing about oman 's image of what maleness is. 
And it's the same when w wr·te about men we observe. 

Literature is full of exam es of that from a male per
spective . . . men wr·ting about women as men experience them ... 

don't think we think we are experiencing 
a man as a man ex riences himself, we can do vivid images of 
men as women expe ience them. What a we going to say about 
Portrait of a L or Anna Karenina? ey seem at first glance 
what women are ike and they can change our life, when in fact, 
later, you get very critical about those rks. For example, a 
woman writing about Anna would probably inc ude homier touches, 
and probably more interaction between the wo en ... 

Yes th r elationship between Anna and her si ter-in-law, 
for i stance, is barely ~xplored. But then T lstoy's 
geni s was not in portraying what women meant one another. 
How o you see great literature changing in thi respect? 

man wouldn 't have written the way Jane Austen id and a 
woman couldn't have written Moby Dick, i n the future if women g o 

s sailors, they will write about the experiences th have 
essels . And if men take a larger part in the care of children 

. dren w~ll probably_play a larger part in their wri t ing . It ' 
i a question of experience. If you think of drama as a pr jection 

f the parts of one's self, I think we write about men i n th 
ways in which we experience men, not in the ways they 
each other, as has been the case. 

what is there in the female imagination that makes us 
think we have a different aesthetic? 

Well, I can speak best about poetry and I think it has a great 
deal to do with the left brain and the right brain, . . -. even if 

'0d'=-
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it's only a metaphor, it applies. If I understand it correctly, 
the right brain has, in most cases, very little or no language~ 
and yet it wants to communicate ~ We can superimpose notions of 
the unconscious on the right bra in because it doesn't speak . 
Much of the inspiration for poetry ... the source of it ... the field 
from which it comes is the right brain. The language used in 
poetry comes from the left brain, where language originates. 
But the language of poetry is a combination of impulses from 
both brains. And still it's a different kind of l anguage - . not 
rational, spatial, ~t's concept of time is circular ... ... 
I think if we are really in touch with that source of inspiration , 
we may find out much more about who we are. We will have access 
to a more authentic picture of ourselves. In children, if there 
is an accident and the left brain is damaged, the child can learn 
language, but in adults if there is an accident, the amount of 
language the right brain can learn is very limited. This dominance 
of the right and left brain is apparently subject to early condi
tioning. 

Yet, from an evolutionary perspective, maybe brain dominance 
is as necessary as say, division of labor ... 

Well the development of civilization has until now required dom
inan~e of the l eft brain, but this has been much more reinforced 
in boys than in girls. If women are more intuitive, perhaps that 
has to do with greater connection with the right brain. 

The l eft brain, which can focus, is called field indep~ndent. 
The r ight brain, which is diffuse , is called, as you migh~ ~xpect, 
field dependent. If you are interested in ecology ?r femin~sm! 
you could, as a friend of mine has done , say that right brain is 
field relevant and left brain is field irrelevant. The probiem 
of field irrelevance is the gr eatest problem we have in the 
world .. . it allows us to have overpopulation , atom bombs, etc., 
because we just abstract one item alone and focus on that, with 
no interconnecti ons . This is the opposite of ecology . I think 
that's why it's i mportant , not just for ourselv,es , for women to 
write out of our own experience, in order to add to the culture. 
Our experience may be more f i eld relevant ! Up until now, the 
majority of women the culture has accepted into print have been 
those with more left brain orientation. 

In other words, those women whose writing reflects male 
thinking? 

It r eminds me of when I was a girl and I went to an Episcopalian 
boarding school. They said, y:ou know it's fine if you want your 
Jewish daughter to come to our school, ~but she has to -go to 
church on Sunday . So I went and I went to church and l earned 
to think like a Christian. That's the way women have been let 
into the wider culture, which has been patriarchal . You have 
to l earn to think like a man . Like the line from Yeats, "did 
she put on his knowledge with his power? " Do we in fact put 
on their knowledge with their power when we marry men , when we 
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live with them when we enter the world of male power ? We t ake 
on their way of thinking. In order to further understand this 
issue of a female aesthetic, some study of the language of con
ventional criticism is useful . For example , these are words 
of praise : strong , sinewy, lean, tough, spare, firm. Now think 
about a man's body. And then think of these wor ds : damp, padded, 
soft, gushing . Now think about a woman's body. 

I see what you' re getting at,~ /nJ ~51~ ~ di~~ ~~ ~; 

You begin to realize that nobody writes from the neck ul\: . . nd 
we have been forced to have as aesthetic criteria the def initions 
of the . male body. The definitions of our own bodies, from which 
we write, are the very words which are unacceptable as aesthetic 
criteria in the patriarchy. 

So you would say that men write from their bodies and 
write of their sexuality? 

Yes,they write from their omi landscape . Ellen Moers tal ks 
about the lands cape that certain writers write about. Moers 
defines brilliantly how a girl child experiences her own body-
not as a boy child, not as a man experiences a woman's body-
but how , when you masturbate , you experience your own vulva 
and what it feels l ike to you. Much of male landscape , much of 
male literature is based on masturbatory experiences of their 
own bodies when they were children, their deepest unconscious 
attitudes toward their bodies. Phallic doesn ' t mean a peni s 
anymore, it i s a whole aesthetic concept and there i s no aesthetic 
equivalent for the female body in the language . 

Do you suppose that might be why we're having so much 
trouble figuring out this business of aesthetic criteria? 

Yes, and I think that's why we have to be uncritical in many 
ways. Because not only are the standards culturally male, but 
physically male as well )and we really don't know where to go 
for our standards. 

But if we are uncritical, how are we to assess literature 
written by women? 

Loo~, when a woman first writes about menstruation, the whole 
world is excited or shocked. What a thing to write about ! 
Anybody who wrote about menstruat i on was an artist for a while, 
you know? But now there are certain female subjects 'which have 
become cliche and boring . I think i t ' s very important to say , 
okay, we've heard plenty about that, what have you got to say 
that's new , you really ought to read more of what women a r e 
writing in order to see what ' a clich~ and go on to write something 
deeper, less "easy", more your own . We tell young art students 
to go to museums so that they don ' t pai nt Cezannes all over again! 
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Aren't we looking for new information from women and the 
fresh handling of it? 

Yes, but our standards should not lie in the inherited standards 
that have been given to us by men as to what is and what isn't 
acceptable. The criteria have to grow from what has been written 
by women ... though unfortunately, we can't exactly start from 
scratch as if there were no other literature! 

What about the whole business of subject and object in art 
and the artist distancing herself? 

It is possible that even the term "aesthetic di stance " is male , 
if you remember that men and women both have mothers . For a 
lone time , babies probably don 't know the difference between 
themselves and their mothers . So the relationship between the 
female self and the "other" is not going to be the same as it 
is for IIEn. That is to say, a man learns to distinguish between 
himself and his mother fully ... there i s a real relationship between 
him and the "other." 

But most women never quite make the break? 

A mature woman relates to the environment with a kind of ident ification 
that men don't experience. A man doesn't think of his mother as 
himself, he s eparates himself more violently from his mother . 
I imagine , therefore, that feelings of objectivity and subjectivity 
be different in men and in women. So I think that feeli ngs of 

subject/object relationships in art are l ikely to be different 
in the female aesthetic. 

That contradicts the entire academic , formalist notion of 
aesthetics ... 

You see , what we are sayine is really very radical and very 
dangerous because w-ha-t we are de--:i:-ng-±'s re- defining art. ~,t
may--be-t-ha-t-what w~ are going to call ar~ is never going to be 
..oa-3±e a-r by the world ... men may say it 's not 11Art . 11 We might 
re-define art to include this different relationship between 
subject and object . 

The way you're speaking of subject/object relationships 
reminds me of notions in modern physics, particularly 
the attempt to measure sub-atomic particles. The particles 
can't be separated from the measuring devices and still 
be measured accurately ... 

Yes, I think we will hear more about this fr0m the sciences. :-:
fr om the chemistry of newborns, from anthropology. We'll find 
threads everywhere. But I think the first job of women artists 
is· t o be as authentic as we can to find out as accurately as we 
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can what each individual one of us experiences ... in order to 
avoid stereotypes and in order to find out as much truth as 
we are able to. 

You said in one of your articles that we've been so con
ditioned to be who we are that we don't even know what we fe 1 e ... 

Yes. When you look at a picture of maternity, the madonna and 
child, you think, isn't that touching, isn't that sweet. This 
is all you see. But maternity is not like that. There are so 
many unexplored areas . Most of the images of women we have are 
from the eye of a man. And women very seldom write about male 
bodies or paint them. Women's love poems are usually very 
narcissistic and have to do with how it feels to be loved ... 
Erica Jong (and so much of her stuff has been scorned) writes 
a lot about men 's bodies as men write about women's bodies. I 
really wish more women would write about how men's bodies look 
to them. 

I mean, men~ sex objects to heterosexual women . The thing 
that women detest about being sex objects is that we are seen 
only as sex objects . I think that to be a sex object is okay, 
but not only a sex object ! 

Ye-s-,- tl-1a-t-!..s-a,e,s t -r-ae-t--i-en .. .. ,,-

Ri~ o~usingJ that field irrelevancy again. But you know, 
I really get tired of women's poems which are only narcissistic, 
because we do, in fact, look at men's bodies lecherously! It's 
time to admit our feel i ngs! 

Earlier you talked about female landscape. What about 
questions of male and female space? 

Whatever power women have general ly exercised has been confined 
to a parti cular space -:- the home ' .. - .not only child rearing and 
domestics but the grubby and dangerous stuff of social existence, 
like giving birth and mourning death and disposing of feces. 
Perhaps this enclosed female space creates compression . The 
compression in any enclosed space is potentially explosi ve . 
I think that when the enclosed space explodes, it does so in 
extremes, such as what they call melodrama . Melodrama, which 
is looked down on as an art form because of its extremes, may 
in fact )at this time in history , be a legitimate and authentic 
female art form. In the larger culture, perhaps ) this kind of 
explosiveness isn't necessary, so it feels fake . For women , 
it may be true, that is to say, authentic. 

· You're positing that art may be different for men and women? 
Well, between subject/object, female body, and melodrama, we might 
i1:1B-gine that the female aesthetic, if it were authentic, might be 
different from the male. These are only three ideas. It's the 
job of fe~inist artists and critics to investigate these things 
freely, without recourse to what the □en are going to say . We 
don't, after all, want to be allowed into the existing culture 
we want to enter from a position of strength . ' 
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According to what you've said, fer:linism is injecting 
somethin~ big into aesthetics that wasn~t there before. 
The ideas behind a female aesthetics actually contribute, 
rather than separate ... are you really talking about 
pluralism? Is this the time in history for various 
aesthetics to be operating? 

Yes, I think so. Not to mention Third World artists, Blacks, 
Hispanic~sians, Even, perhaps for an individual artist, one 
does not necessarily have to discover the "single strand" as 
men have required. A poet named Alice Mattison, in a poem called 
"Ordering the Priorities," says, "focused like the crotch of a 
boy," and "the day has no metropolis/no back country either." 
Certainly as feminists we have to be as pluralistic as we 
demand the world to be, aesthetically as well as politically. 
And paradoxically, that requires a tremendous unity in the women 's 
movement, an agreement to be pluralistic. But without that , 
what can we hope for? 

I'm not sure, then, that we can even consider this in light 
of what you said about subject/object, but what about the 
formal qualities of literature written by women? 

I think it's an important issue to address ourselves to, since 
we are exploring female forms. There have been a lot of questions , 
for example, about rhythm. Some poetry written by women might be 
longer on the page. I am goi ng to give a very extreme example ... 
a man makes love and i t 's over , a woman makes love and it lasts 
nine months ... okay, that 's exaggerated. The issue of women using 
too many words. Too many for whom? Our softness, our padding , 
our roundness ... this is our female shape! I am often told, pare 
it down, pare it down to where there is not one extra word. But 
who is defining the extra? What. defi ned 11 extra may just be different ! 

I.S t:t 

Do you suppose the male ear has been trained differently? 

Perhaps . If you consider that the right brain experiences 
circular time and the left brain experiences linear time ... 
well, that might make a lot of difference in terms of poetry 
and art in general. I think it is an area that we can be curious 
about, rather than critical . We have to understand quest i ons of 
taste. Is this bad taste or in fact, legitimate female taste, 
and what, in fact , is the difference? The colors that Judy Chicago 
uses are offensive to men , I think, but pleasing to women . I 
deliberately made the cover of my book pi nk, as a feminist gesture . 
We must reconsider questions of vulgarity. In any case , my feeling 
is that we should not define ahead of time what we thi nk female 
form is, but when we find something we like and that men don ' t 
like, we can be curious about it. What I'm recommending is 
curiosity: permission to ask ourselves questions that arise from 
the discrepancy between what we feel we should like and what we 
do like. 

@ 1978 by Gloria Frym 
'-



You've spoken a great deal about the general difficulties 
for women making art. what are your personal stumbling 
blocks? 

Other people's opinions. 

How can you counter them, what do you need to continue 
your art? 

A greater ego, eontrary to what people asually think of me. 
A greater sense of following my own direction, instead of 
doing what I think I ought to dok because other people say so. 
I am extremely vulnerable. That'll why I stopped writing :txm: 
twenty years ago, when the class told me that I had to write 
differently. illx Instead of writing the way I wanted to, I 
just stopped writing. 

Do you think women often internalize criticism and cru1nble 
psychologically, instead of defying it and pushing on ahead? 

Yes, xi and I think it's part of conditioning. It's certainly 
part of my conditioning, this lacking of autonomy. I often 
experience it as a f~rm of stupidity in myself. 

But you're in a different position now, you've experienced 
some measure of success. 

Well, when I started writing in 1974_, I was in a very good position. 
I knew I was no good. I thought I had talent, I knew I was trying 
to write out of a feminist impulse, iExxkaxxaxµu«2i so that 
any standards were irrelevant to my work. And I think I succeeded. 
I wrote some original poems of female experience. I could simply 
say pooh-pooh to what other people said, because I felt that 
nobody was doing what I was doing. That gave me the freedom to 
write. And I wrote a lot. 

What put a damper on the original burst of poolificness? 

Inevitably and gradually, the more I wrote, the better I got in 
terms of craft. I went to workshops, I listened to what people 
I trusted said. I think I developed a great deal ~xx over five 
years. Now I think I read more intelligently. I'm surrounded 
by people with great skill and intEmity of ideals. I've been 
accepted and published in national magazines. But is has become 
very hard for me to just go ahead and write out of my own impulses. 
And I've nn~arlizc internalized more criticism since I began 
writing,as a form of self-editing. 

Perhaps that's an indication of a maturing artist? 

Inevitably when you become deeply involved in language, you get 
a different sense of it, You get bored with what your experiences 
were. You reach for something new. And I believe that poetry, 
in particular, deals with language and the unconscious. And 
that's where it has to come f rom. I must go deeper into my 
ua~i» unconsious, to find the future language . 
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What are your =t stUJDbiing biocks? 

Other people' opinions. 
s 

What do you need to continue your art? 

A greater ego, contrary to what people usually think about me. 
A Greater sense of following my own direction, instead of what I 

think I ought to do because other people say so. I am extremely 
vulnerable. That's why I stoppped writing 20 years ago, when 
the class told me that I had to write differently. Instead of 
writing the way I wanted to, I stopped writing. 

-==, (;~~ 
But you re in a different position now. 

I was in a very good position. 
Well, ihen I started writing in 1974, I knew I was no good, maxx 
na a1af'k I thought I had ta1ent, I knew I was trying to write 
out of a feminist impulse, so that any recj2eved standards were 
irrelevant to what I was trying to do. And I think I succeaed 
I wrote some original poems of female experience. I could simply 
say pooh pooh to what ether people said because I felt that nobody 
was doing what I was doing/ That gave me the freedom to write. 
I wrote a lot. ~ puJ- ~ ~,vi kt,J-~ Mt ; ~ :> 
Inevitably ad.gradually, the more I wrote, the b•tter I got at 
it in terms of craft. I was in workshops, I listened to what 
p,ople said. I think I developed a great deal over 5 years. 
Now I think I've arrived at a place where I read more intelligently 
what other peot~e write, I'm surroUDded by people with a great 
deal of intensity of ideaaao, peple with a lot of skill. I've 
been accepted and published in national magazines. And now it's 
very hard forme to just go ahead and write out of my own impu1ees. 
Because the other things have become internalized for me. Whan 
I first began to write, for 2 years I refused to read &JlYthing 
written by a man. fhen the faminists began to write more poetic~ 
less statement poetry, I began to find men wrjters.~reall 

1 

a~r,d, I began to write lessgr<>jlef. stuff. A'M ~ • /)l(lLN 
/c){Met ~-k~ ~ 'A.~ ~ ~~i/.._Jid.l -~~~~ ~ " 
Inevitably when you·get6.ffivlved in langau.ge, you get a different 
sense of it. You get bored with what your experiences were. 
When you first listen to music, all you can hear is Chopin and 
Tchikovsky, it's hard to hear a late Beethoven quartet. 

ik¾ 1 ~ ~ ~ I~ ~ w M ~ &nUv /a,n41'1 !,tu, lAM ~ ~ ~ 
Ml Wt~ 4lko Mttt iut~~ /4~ ~~,w,,i. 
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J I've internalized more criticism since I began writing. 

But you've put yourself out there more, become more public, 
how else could it be? 

It's very easy for me to give up in the face of cultural, personal, 
eociet•l ~riticism. 

Given criticism, then, instead af'defying it, do you think 
women ofteA internalize and crumble? 

I think it's part of the fema1e conditioning. It's part of my 
condm.tining, the lacking of autonomy. I'm smart when it comes 
to argumen~ and ideology, but there's a kind of inner force that 
comes out in poetry that's very often stopped in me and I • 
experience it as a form ofstupidity. 

(Jaffer is a married poet, a married feminist scholar, and a poet 
married to another poet) . 

xWk•sx Why do you include your husband so much in your 
references? 

My husband is a poetry teacher; a feminist educated by me. 
He tries very hard to understand the possibility that there might 
be a seaparate female aesthetic and when he fails to understand 
a work of art by a woman, such as Judy Chicago or Adrienne Rich, 
when he simply can't see or can't hear, I'm saying, if he doesn't 
understand, look what we're up against. 

Isn't that still looking to the patriarchy, as you put it, 
for validation? 

Absolutely. What I'm saying by indicating our need to develop 
our own feminist aeathtic and then bringing Mark in, is saying 
that it's a waste of time to worry about w~t ~!Jl.1_are saying, 
because even the beet of them don't understand~work. 
I am voicing the constand reminder, living with an articulate 
and feminist poet and teacher, that there is a constant temptation 
and seduction to look to men for approval, particularly for 
the heterosexual woman, to wanting the approval of daddy. 

There is a ciphoning off, a cooption of female values by the 
greater male culture, not just in art, but in all f:rt&x: fields. 
Where is the power? The power of immotality in art does not 
lie with females! Has not. Elizabeth Barrett (browning) was 
the most popular writer of her time, but popularity is a dirty 
worl. Who controls the anthologies and journals of prestige 
in this country? Bot women. Women are loaalized, not nationalized. 
a in terms of an audi:ence. And women won't be anything but 
local if they don't pay attention to the male establishment. 
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FRAbES JAFFER 

2 

No Seriphiaa wants to be called Seriphirna ) 

OH I SEE IF I DON ' r CALL HER FRANCES COULD KILL ME(? SHE WANTS ro BE KNOWN 

No if I don ' t call her Frances she could kill me hat means if I don't eecognise her 
as me and let her into my total personality whi I have not for many years she 
could kill me she would rather die than live living 

DID YOU ti'IND SERIPHIN A LATE? DID YOU KNOW E WAS THERE? 

Well it 's this way when I was a li~tle my f ather used to tell me stories 
he had heart trouble which is in a lot of my poems and every ni ght he ' d come home 
and he ' d have an hour ' s rest before inner and I would ~o up and lie on the bed with 
himwith all thisOedipal(?) intimat ·ons and he would read to me ot talk to me or 
tell me stories he was a sueerb ory teller and he would give me a choice he would 
make up stories and he would g· e me a choice of the good girl or the bad girl 
Esmerelda was the ~ood girl ... and Seriphina was the bad girl I usually a l ways 
wanted to know about Seriph· a but I wouldn't admit it ... so when I grew up and I 
started to write poems an I wanted to write about that side of me I wanted to 
write the whole episide f the Spanish shawl .•. I just suddenly ... felt like writing 
it in the third person ns I didn ' tknow why and I called her Seriphina and that was 
the bad girl and then ater on when I wrote the poem her name is Frances I realised 
••• by that t ime I wa beginning to realise that having repressed her f or all those 
years was bad f or me 

AND WHEN DID SHE START COMING our? : N rHE WORK 

~" 
From the very beginning I t ~ink ~ the~ first poems I wrote were written 
about her that is to say if you she if you can do that the place where I was at yes
terday they said that they feel that the poems were written in a place beyond 
Seriphina or Fran beyond integration li~e ~ou know or beyond t~JU~ their combinatio 
~ yond in a place where there is no division where the two are really one . . ,and I 
think that 's probably who writes the poems but if you can sort of ar tifica.a.lly divide 
it up then the exhibitionist the one who wants to tell the truth the one who wants 
t o make everything clear the one who had her head cut off a t about the age 14 is 

I 
the one that when I started to write poems a few years ago just started ... I fel t 
like a dam had broken and the poems started pot:ing out I experienced that as the 
repressed naughty girl finally speaking up and then I think the revisions are done 
b~ by my 

FRANCES? q/n)J wtt11 * ~ A0 WM, ~ . w~ ~ z ~ ') 
Wfill no Frances is I hope my whole self ... Fran I think you can call the world of thE 
patriaretly culture the world of the patria~chy represented by my mother always to 
be polite and nice and not get into trouble and you know say nice things t o people 
and be charming 

OUR CULTURE DOESN' T REINFO3CE GIRLS BEING NAUGHrY VERY MUCH OR BEING BAD 

No boys are 

IT'S OK FOR BOYS Bur GIRLS ARE 

Yeah well I think I ' ve been reading alot lately andin a sense I think Phylis 
Chestler said it first in Women ans Madness when she said that women are unmothered 
in a patriarchy and I've read in several other places It's really in a patriarchy t 
the role of women to represent the culture to her children and therefore to her 
dau ghter she is usually the restricting one not the father 

RIGHr rHE ONE WHO UPHOLDS THE RELI GION AND PASSES ON rHB MORALS 



JAFF"EB./3 

What you're saying is that women artists have a two-fold 
tallll ... 

Our primary task is to pay attention to what women are doing. 
We must be willing to be followers of women. I use Mark as 
an example of why we have to do this. 1DQYJ:caigst interesting, 
experimental, female experiences in umq Ire not going to 
be recognizable by even the most educated feminist men. 
I think I'm more aware of that than other 100men. I have to 
live with it. 

Do you think that women need a lineage of women artists 
to whom they look, as men have always had? Is whatwe're 
doing now trying to construct one out of history? 

I thillk if we do not, we have no hope. If we had feminist 
criticism of Stein, instead of male, we could find outwhat 
in her is usu.able for us. 

I am taltk:ing about writing out of experience that is not 
recognizable to men in a form that is also not eecogniable 
to men. Some of our most original female arlxxesthetic 
development is stunted because it's never looked at by men./ 
If we don't spend time finding out what it is that may be 
specifcally unceconiably female in both the acclaimed and 
unacclaimed writers, then that hqax informationwon•t be 
passed on from generation to generation. We need a tradition 
to stand on. The avant garde man are. trying to fight a male 
tradit:ion. It's not adequate for us to jump in and help them 
destroy it. How can women right de-constructive poems when they 
are deconetructing a language that has NEVER Been women's? 
In attacking the language, we attack their i>.anguage, nmt ours. 

--= Do ~aw ,Jtt lf~ a.bl~ 
Poetry is an art that deals with language and the unconcious. 
Fiction is such a linear art and so vulnerable to conscious 
distortion. That is why I am convinced that poetry can help 
us discover who we really are as women. 
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FRANCES JAFFER 
J 

Bight and be quiet and don't stick your neck out 

ACTUALLY vnm OF THE BAD GUY 
J' 

Yeah~mother~a:!!& in out culture the bad guys to most of us and I ' m t rying right now 
what I'm wor"'king onright now is a series of poems about what I call really the 

"Athena syndrome ti-hich is the woman borae full blown from the head of Zeus or the 
head of god without a mother . 

WITHOUT A MOTHER AND 

I think if our fathers are nice t o ¥Rowhen we 're little in varying degrees a nd our 
mothers have to be mean to us a~onstricted themselves and don't know hcfw to be 
anything else and don ' t give daughters the kind of loving they give sonsJ well then 
frequently *MI think we our fathers we experience as our mothers and then I think ,...l,1~ 
when we grow up if 0'e are heterosexual__, I t--iink maybe this is the ~ttern of hetero
sexual women-that our fathers are nicer to us t han our mothe:rs ... then I think when 
we grow up our first passionat-e love affair which may f requently not be our mM:riag~ 
is , we experience as a rebirth as having been giving birth . I find this x~ in a lot 
of stuff I ' m doing trying to get out this and relate this to the whole Athena 
syndrome the woman intellectual who is wise and ~ like ... and neither of those are 
adequate 

I1' ' S S©RT OF 
APPEARS FROM THS H 

Exactly 

UAL REPRODUCfION SO SHE JUST 

Yeah she ' s really trip. .. t i rely of course but I sense myself :ioi: 

dis _eeable ness the Seriphina · sagreeableness which I have to watch over 
t· e as kind of the warlike side o Athena 

HY SIDE OF NAUGHfINESS 

paradym 
I experience myself as a godess but you know in he sense that that8s a 

--- - -~R~~~J~-YNBE:~P-Mm-~~ YOU SAID JUSr BEFORE A OH I Losrrr rr WAS WONDERFUL AND 
I THOUGHr IT WA CLEAR ABOUr FATHERS MO ING us OH I'LL COME BACK ro IT •.. 
I WANTED TO START B ON THAT FIRSr _ CLE THAT YOU WROTE ABOUT LirERA1lY WOMEN 
• • • WHICH I THOUGHT WAS Y INT u I NG AND IN LIGHT OF THE BIECE THEOI'HER ARfICLE 
THAT YOU GAVE ME WHICH YOUS WAS LIKE FOUR YEARS AGO 

Do yo u know when th 
XKE!XHXXSX and . 

I T K ITWAS ~RE MY TIME HERE 

ONLY THREE OR FOUR YEARS AGO? >1/ 

usan Griffin?that Adrienne Rich was at? 
hing like that and a whole lot of 
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S? yesterday before esterday 

WELL HAPPY P. ! . . . I DON 'T KNOW ""[l I REALLY BELIEVE IN THAT BUT 
"J.. \,-(,~ z. \ 1Y( d\. • ~ ~ \,-) \J) ~ 
Oh well it ' s so • common it's sort of a metaphor It8s a 
new metaphor t : Freudian methaphors that tlk about our 
personaliti 

been writing a little bit ~ 1rrying to 
here I said women should write poems 

•. so I went meeting and Igor very very exci ted about 
rgy that wast er I can talk about that later on if you 

well w~ ,.. 1.M40VAh ~ 
~ ~ HE WHOLE TIME THATYou we~ I assume raisin~_children and obviously having an 
~ INTELLECTUAL ::&.IFE BIDJAUSE IT SHOWED I N ~ARI'ICLEl'-WHICH WAS Nor WRITrEN OUT OF 

./ THE CLEAR VLUE SKY YOU HAD Nor WRITTEN ANY POEMS? 

._ ' Wellfi.G I first started tm write about 2~ 5 years ago or los~ just very very little 
• I th.ink No poem~ . • . and then I went to a class for mothers with children who were 
going to be studying poetry wi-tb a bunch of other women and f or the first time I 
was introdu~ed to modern po~ry • . . and in about three weeks we all started writmng 
and I s~~rted to tr~ d 1trfte something and I discoverd that I got serious enough 
so that I realized that I had better have some teaching and that this was an art and 
you couldn't _just do it on your own and then I went lookin~ armund and I met Jack 
Gml bert at a party and he told me that I should go and see ill:i.rk • .. so~ 
Marle Sir Fra-Rces DE.Ice ••• aL a work~ ~ { 

OH I SEE WHICH WAS A LONG 'PIME BE!i'OHE YOU JrnEW HIM 

Which was in 195? . .. or 8 an a "lf- was recognised in the workshop that I had a certain 
talent// ••• Mark told a mutual friend that I would someday probably write some 
neat poems but then I was writfung a poem about my son LOuie who had nearly died when 
he was 5 yea.:i::o old at th.at time ~ i n 't much older he was 6 O! 7 and the poem was 
very moving and every woman who 't would cry but in the workshop Mark and ot~rs 
told me that it needed filling out i ne~ded much more about the test tubes ans instru• 
ments and needles and all the agony of th.is hospitalization in order to have more 
images and to have the poem fuller and I real] y wanted t bis i mae:e because it uas 
essentia l ±o my uish. to teach to say something to otber wom9n a~ I just knew that 
I wasn't interested in that what interested me was how~ mu live long enough ~ +5 years 
so that if you died it would have been a life ... have i given him enough love and 
whatever you can give a kid? so that they told him that he was in fact going to die 
th~t there was no hope that no kid that sick had ever lived he was getting all the 
medicine he could get in both veins but that it would t ake 18 hours to wmrk and he 
would suffocatr, before it worked and just to sit there with nothing you could do and 
watch him die, ~o I was all alone~his father~ was useless and far away and my parents 

1-- '\--i~ ~\..., ~"-~ '-i)~'.-0 ~~~~ ~~d5 vvt--1 
would have been worse than useless because theirAheaith is pretty awful(?)so I just 
sat there alone and tried to think abmut if he died .. . since he was BOing to die 
would I be able to accept that he had had a life? and I start crying now even thinking 
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a~out it and the women were just in t ears about it I knew I wasn't inter,ested in 
a poem about test tubes and needles and..J.~e ,~aphend.lia t he c~ Paraphenelia 
the h<bspital w~s r not what it was about ,:r- va! unconsciuous and I knew he was 
suffering cruel nightmares you could tell , And i thattght well if that's what you 
have to do in oatder to make a poemXKKliXij that kind of concrete visual imagery, 
then I'm not interested I'M not a poet I don't give a damn ,!nd by that time I was 
also falling in love with a teacher we started going out together and you know that 

0 ~ !Side of my i:ia±ure the Fran side came oat in full- I really wanted a chance to be a 
housewife like my mother and so I stopped writ ing and got married and spent about 
ten years giving parties and mothering , 

ALL THE COOKIES AND THE WINE RIGHI'? 

Yeah right and nurtuting everybody and I cannot deny t hat I lmved it ••• this was a 
stage in my life I had to go througl'\_9ecause I had always experienced my mother's 
I think masont ometant(?) or you knowlif"eminism would wish for me not to be as help
less as she was I had experiened it simply as her wish for me not to compete a;n~ h~ 
f'00:3t:tmrtriat:-!----wft1:m.f.'b---!l;-bb~t;o--du--mrcrt-5he:---c-cn:mi--tte-;.~m-ii<QS-,HJ~i.Gt-~ae---~~ee 

THAT ' S A TWISTED WAY OF TRYING TO SHOW 

~<.Sci'> v,a,..., 1:aM "~ 
_T_o_s .... m,,- If-- tlta L pa Ldew.si..,..,--"-a-s ...,o,::,p;::--:e::,:r""a'""'L ... 1-n-g 
It was her self hatred that was operating to try arn1 give me somethir:1g better bi.ii 

I 
-I experienced 1t as a feeling of my ineompetance uhich it also was so whatever it 

- was I really had to <10 that bat in the nieanwRi-lc ween Mark was head of the poetry 
center I lived in an atmosphere of poets . .. I went to lectures. I listened to con
versations and MarR and I really liked to talk and he reall ~ courage<t'my left 
brain or my mind or my sense that I was intelligent which I never had before 
and he kept telling me that was brill iant you know things like that till I finally 

• ~ bec6me smart-e.l, and re3~one to expecLaLio~ • ... you know you do .respond to expectations 
.. ,and I would be so useful to him., ,flashes'l~,c- and J ef±lo~ iitiv-e-flashes ans 

G:~u~:~~e k~~;t w~=~~n t=~e w~;!d ~o~~n;~~:~~~n:h::r:e v!eyl§o~~:£;:{~~ ~; 
:~!. ~e~ys=~~lil~~n~~aw:*~ot:s:: :o::;; iiX;;;!:~~!~1:~c~o!1S::~d Lo do se4utaffi(~) 

YOII WANTED TO ESCti,PE THE LOVER LEVEL? 

I reall~ wanted to be what I thought a cortesan wai- that i~an intellectual compan
ion a sex object a hUM~ hostess► vou krrow all ±hose things. 

WI1'HOU'f ALL ':PHE CRAP WORK 1'HA'f ~ \lIT.H;-IT ~ . ftiw.d, ~ ~ i,. 11 lMf 11 
/ 

~eah uithout a.11 the other stuff 

'CAUSE 'P+~"'~RING US DOWN 'fO A iffl'ffCIIE!D LEVEL OF HUSBAND AND WIFE 

Right ' dn ' t want to do that and I knew that but I experinced myself as having 
an excellent _ ·ve brain that i s to say I would respond to t he s t imulus very 
female you know I was ......... .1.--....L.L Margaret Mead who was ~ust t ~ r ~U:X ruin of the 
lives of the women of my genera 1 stuff about~ ang ~ e. ap_q. _h~.g eative 
it is t<b be a housewife she r eally was I • a downe~~~ r~ fi~~ecF-s'imohe de 
Beauv~r I thought she was shit and I was really Marj garet Mead •• . and I 
suppose we need to do it and after about ten years we~ ad enough of parties 
we had this huge party for everyone we knew and it was like a 
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Yeah 

WAS THIS THE END AT THE POETRY CENTER OR WHAT? 

No this was actually a couple of m e y~ rs but t nis was ~ felt that the poetry 
world as W-saw it well the first yea felt taat people needed to get together 
we needed a lot of parties needed varmous oups to get to know each other cause 
we hated each other 

8AUSE THERE WASN ' T ANY COMMUNITY? 

was a feminist 
and,. shEl looked 

Am1A:t /11-0, 

o each other 
, 1d oou look whose 

the younger and the poets and stuff 

we moved out to the country for a year and then 
i decided ok if I8m not going to live very long 

want to do anything that I don ' t have I made a vow that I never 
do anything that I don't~have to do that I don't want to do .•. 
thaa point I began to think about feminism and my son ' s girlfriend 
and I used to say to her well Judy ~ou don ' t have to be a fanatic 
at me oh Frances yes you do and that ' s where I think it began . 

NOW YOU SAY YOU GOT INfEREST.ED IN FEMINISM WHEN YOU WER.:! REX::OVERING OR 

y 

WO 

and I was reading Joesph Camp(?) ... I was trying t 
mystical for myself a mystical place fo 
and along there I c e whole notion of the mothe of 

Just told you 

she was like one of the moat important people in my life ... she was like a daughter 
to me 

Flea.Hy? 

IN FACT SHE WAS rHERE WHEN YOU WERE READING MY FRIEND HELENE AVON SHE TAUGHT AT 
SAN FRANCISCO STATE SHE ' S A PAINTER AND SHE SOMEHOW KNEW YOUR DAUGHTER IN LAW TO 
BE? IS THAT THE SAME 

she said I don 't want hear anymore your ideas are so interest-
ing we talked about these ideas about feminism and writint and she said it ' s time 
for you to stop ~KI*~ talking and I said I can ' t write ... and she said ye you 

-ear:rrn;ra;r:rt--vu,rl:u-so--ttren--ifc:ttttl:-e-en---¥l~re-P+--t-a~eEl-~~e--:lt>--a~ttt--:tt:-crffcf7t~old her 
and tell her 

to me(? 
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ok now bac 

Sure 

what do you want to do? 

HAVE MORE QUE3rIONS 

IT DOESN ' T HEYE ro G INTO THE INTERVIEW IN FACT I WANTED YOU O KNOW THAT ONCE I 
DO TRANSCRIBE THE INT :VIEW THAT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO CENSO OUT ANYTHING YOU WIIlSH 

ok tha~ makes it easier t talk 

YEAH YOU CAN SAY ANYTHING YO WANT BESIDES WHICH • s GOING TO GO THROUGH A 
WHERE I'M GOING TO THROW our A L THIS FRIVOLUS ATT ::R BUT I ' M GOING TO STAR'T 
CHOPPING IT 

ye~h i unders tand that 

SO IF THERE ~RE THINGS THAT APPEAR 

so far I haven ' t said anythin that ' s no ok 

OH GLAD TO HEAR THAT 

cause I have been co scious that I have been tape 

MEAH YOU DON ' T E TO WORRY ABOUT THAT OK BECAU I WANT PEOPEEI'HAT I ' M INTERVIEW* 
ING ro HAVE C TROL 

ly know at the time I'm saying it to tell 
not .. . m tly I feel XIK~ I have a mission I ' m really 
becau e this is a chance to talk to younger women and 

ou that th i s I would tather 
ad for this interview 

eally want to do that 

ITS INSPIRING FOrt ME THAT'S WHY I'M DOING IT SO WE'RE HOOKED UP ON YOUR MIIJSSION 
AND MY INSBIRATION 

Yeah well I'm really delight ed so in additi~ o Seriphina_' p_ exhibition ... I also 
feel I have the obligation to say s much a the truth ~my life as I can 

I HAVE COMMENrS ro MAKE ABOUT AT ONE I WRI TE AIWUT THAI' INCESSANTLY IN MY 
REVIEWS IN THE SF REVIEW OF OKS ABOUT HOW I THJj _K THAT WOMEN HAVE FELT ENORMOUSLY 
LIED TO FOR CENTURIES AND • AT ' S THEIR QUEST FOt"'fiRUI'H IS INVOLVED IN THAT 

Can you send me sme ol copies I haven' t seen ~ any of that magazine except one 
and I ' d like to see me of the stuf f you write turn about as fair play~t® (?) 

YEAH OK I E THArI fHINK Y JU WOULD F'IND IN fERESTING(?) 

Ok so what's vhe question? 

I DON ' r KNOW WHAf CANCER YOU HAD A9 I WAS TRYING r o FIGURE rr OUi BY READING YOUR 
BOOK AND I THOUGHT NO YOU COULDN I r HAVE IT ' s BONE MAitROW? • • • NO I'f COULDN' r BE 

Bone marrow is the place that I had simply imagined is the souece cause it ' s where 
the bl ood is XK and the lymph is all made and it ' s the source of the ce!ls that are 
the immune system and it's sort of like the met apoor for the immune system which 
fights cancer .. . although cancer itself is a disease of the immune systejll so it ' s a 
s~mplistic metaphor but anyway it work@- for me I have lymph phoma ••. which is and 
it ' s a fairly low ~rade lymphoma it ' s malignant but it's not rapidl.y malignant 
and the first time . . . It was operated and supposedly removed and it didn't c;o~e bac1< 
::for six years and then it came back in several places so I had kemo therapy,?) •• • 
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y palated it itXM isn ' t curable and so it is assume 
it ' s ... again in he courseer..9f treatment and I would 

... the part is possible( ?) the nger ~ me MI is that part o e 
be away from doctors and I ' m sort scared of it(?) 

LIVING AND YEI' H ' S B 

~e my life expectancy is 16 vears and those are Just statistics 
less or more ... 

rHING YOU SAID IN ANY TIME NOB ABOUr NO IT \o/AS IN THE JOURNAL ENf.REES 
WERE WELL WOULD P~OPLE LOVE ME? 

my mother only loved me when I _~ s sick I think that ' s a part in 
Any Time Now. . . he simp:J.y doesn8t love anybodys)s he experiences as st riimg . . . with 
my children for i stance when she gets an~ at one o~ them I used to use the 
manipulati~devic of imrnediatelr~t would talk to her I would tell the pro
olems they w! re hav g unhap,p!ness and immediately nothing is too much for them 
the pooe kid is in h ~ 'ene symbol of love 

IT ' S HORRI BLE Bur WHEN WAS READING YOUR WORK AND I FIRSr srARr ED READING rHE 
KOURNALS THAr Is WHEN I RELATING I1' ro MY OWN LIFE BECAUSE MY MOrHER IS THE 
SAME WAY I ;1EAN I HAVE A WISH MOrHER WHO IS LIKE rHAr AND SHE LOVES r o HEAR 
BAD s ronES . . . EVEN rHOUGH ' E LIKES ME ro BE WELL SHE CAN ONLY RELArE ro ME WHEN 
I TELL HER I HA VE THE FLU B USE rHEN SHE HAS A WHOLE REPEI'OIRE ro GO THROUGH 
OTHERWISE SHE FE~ HELPLESS B CAUSE SHE DOESN ' r REALLY KNOW ME ANYMO.ctE 

It8s like t hat even now my mother ·s 84 and she is more helpless than ever and so 
she leads into(?) t hat 

I WAS WONDERING IF YOU KNEW HOW COMMO rHIS THING WAS 

Oh I do but z think that my mother ' s dest uctive phyical ac~ .5 upon me may have 
been excessive compared to others 

DON ' T YOU SEE HER AS A VICfIM? 

Oh of course I do ... I have tried and tried and t ·ed t o write poems ~ from 
her point of view I have one poem ~ about her ich simply didn ' t work it ' s 
a thematical9 (?) poem in which I write it ' s apoem bout an older sister and what 
life was like cause she was theoldest of six kids or kids and i thikk that is 
a really bad trip for a girl she ' s turned into a mother tan early age and 
~ E Nesbud I think did the best job on yhat ina book call d The Bastiba.1(?) child
ren Dor the lilijll oldest of the five Bastibal children is a total pa.an in the 
ass and ye women can see a little bit of what that ' s like I ean they don ' t have 
x choice thos girls 

THERE' S NOBODY MOT 

Right they8re by themsel s 

THAT GEI'S BACK TO WHAT YOU W 

And of course my mother you know wh~ we all do that's so awful is that we think 
if~~ we just do the opposite of our o mothers we will be ok ... so my mother 
who wasn ' t mothered tried to overmother m and I tfiil tried in some funny kinds of 
ways to undermother my kids and you know s orth ... but I do feel that it is a 
real inadequacy of my poetry that my compassio or my mother is not in it One 
poem the one that was published in Best Freends i fact is maybe the only really 
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SHE WAS EVEN WILLING TO GIVE ME AN INSCRIBED COPY 

Becky was? oh that ' s right I sent it to Becky yeah 

·'t I came to the house and Becky had the flu and i said well id I leave anrthing? 
' and she said no and I said It's ok Becky it's my copy you can throw it(?) I said 
~ no I don ' t want to take an inscribed copy well the mac hi e you won't even know it ' s 

on after awhile • 

/rHAT I S OK I WENT ro A CLSSS YESTERDAY FOR ABOUT THREE OURS OR T11/0 HOURS READING 
4: AND TALKING AND TH!?f HAD A TAPE RECORDER 

AT STATE? 

No City College and they didn ' t have a microphmne 

OH TAPED IT VERY WELL(?) 
, ~)!:. 

No it wasl near me but I forgot the tape is all 

BY THE WAY THIS rs THE ISSUE 

I found it ok 

OK WELL I'X BROUGHT IT JUSTIN CASE 

I didn ' t really read it carefully a~in I have infarl read it 

AND I ALSO I DON ' T KNOW IF YOU WANT THIS BACK BUT I FOUND IT VERY INTERESTING I ' M 
GOING TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT I 

Ok no I tnink I have another one 

OH AS A MATTER OF FACT I THINK I ' D L E TO START OFF fALKING ABOUT rHAT 

ok 

YOU SAID THE ONLY ~EASON I ' M GOI G 70 USE MY PAPER IF IT MAKES YOU NERVOUS IS B~E 
SO THAT I CAN QUOrE YOU DIRECTLY 

Nothing I you know I ' m not ner ous because of the situation I mean I am an exhibi
tionist . .. I like to talk about yself 

IS THAT RIGHT? 

Wellyou can see that in Seri 

IS THAT THE PART OF YOU I 
OTHER PERSONA AND 

PREfTY OBVIOUS IN ANY TIME NOW THAT Ir' S YOUR 

Well yeah it ' s one of the ominant persona probably the one that mostly writes 

I the poems although that w ich to dance i n-ttthe street what is it you know she wants 
to dance into the street nd twirl till her pan~ies show? Seriphina is the naughty 
girl that ' s the exhibiti nist 

WHY DOES FRANCES WANT BE CALLED BY HER NAME? 

S~iphina wants me to recoPJ1ise me as me the girl at the prom is named Seriphina 

BUT FRANCES WANTS TO BE CALLED FRANCES OR ELSE SHE' s GOING TO 
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it's ~ successful 

E ATrITUDE IN 

Ok I ' ll tell you what happened in Any Time Now I had just had a flair up and more 
cancer ... and I talked to my therapist in Iowa(?) she said you have to go in Frances 
and find your own nurturing mother cause you don ' t seem to be able to accept any 

0 
- nutturing fDom y(?ur real mother so what you really have to do is go inward to your 

Own unconscious and you will f ind a nurturing mother who is there but on the way 
don't be surprized if you f ind your bad mother first so Any Time Now is reall y 
my bad mother that experience of encountering m~ bad er on the way to search 
for a nurturing mother for mysel f •.. well I haven't t the · mits on y effort to 
de· he nurturing mother and me you k ow the valu of r to me 
b t you kno ey're nice but ey ' re funn ow thaey ' re not ••. 

DO YOU HI~]S: WE HAVE TO WRITE OUR MOTHERS OUT? FOR OURSELVES WE HAVE TO ~ GO 
THROUGH H~~E A BHASE IN OUR WRITING? 

I'M JUST FROM OWN PERSONAL PERSPEXJTIVE I THINK THE EARLIEST POEMS THAT I EVER 
WROTE WERE DISG SEO LOVE POEMS ro MY MOTHER WHO I RETAINED AN ENORMOUS AMOUNT 
OF ANIMOSITY FOR OR YEARS AND YEARS AND STILL DO BUT I THINK I ' VE ~ D 
FINALLY WRITTEN H OUT AND Ir'S ONLY WHEN I FEEL REALLY DEPRESSED THAT SHE COMES 
BACK THAT I WANT TO ITE HER MORE OF THOSE HATE POEMS AND THEY I RE NOT REALLY HATE 
P0EMS THEY ' RE MORE LI PITY POEMS ... AND I HOPE THAT AT SOME POINT IN MY LIFE 
~ THAT I 'LL STOP ING OBSSESSED WITH HER 

I think I ' m much less obse ed with my mother than I was a few years ago but 
I don't think I have suffiei ntly come to terms wmth ••. wel¾ w~ ~~ L~~e!ience as 
my need to take sides with my other and my father which is e ;f.itne 18:'estructive 
element in me 

AND YOU TAKE SIDES WI'TH YOUR FATH 

iiell I alternate 

WH/iDo YOU SAY IT'S THE DESTRUCTIVE POIN' IN YOU? I DON'T UNDEaSTAND THAT 

Well I don't think that Seriphina is killin me or that it ' s Fran that is killing 
me both of which I at one time thought and I hink once again that that ' s simplistic 
I think that the incessant struggle between t h e various aspects of myself i 
sort of again smmplisti cally you know I don ' t w nt any of this to be understood as 
anything but sche matic ... and partial but I maan but i mean they ' re~ seful kind 
of metaphor for ... ad I ·experienced Seriphina as be·ng much my father in me and 
Fran as being much my mother in me 

SERIPHINA BEXJAUSE SHE HAD FREEDOM AND MOBILITY AND REALLY COULD MOVE AROUND IN THE 
WORLD LIKE MEN CAN 

Right and was a gressive and what they cal l phallic •. . and noisy brash my father was 
~l~ys •.. jojlful ~ti funny occasionally witty ... extremely physical dancing and run
ning and the loud voice and all that kind of thing and then I have seen my mother 
as whatever you know the positive side at times I have acertain amount(?) of charm 

abd I have .• you know I am a nurturer and I'm not only a bad mother and I am a 
good wife and this time and so ... I am aware I am almost paranmid but still aware 
of waat is happening in the world around me when I'm on top of things otherwise I 
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·ust get paranoid and don't know what ' s happening you know? . . . so that ' s my mother 
e I think and my mother sin!:5 and my father danced so I mean it's a real . . but 

f i ght they ' re endlessly fightinB and I experience it metaphorically now as 
soil you know l ike the rubble ag'ter a bombing . .. in which wh~t grows is 

be poisonous and destructive ... 

SOE!' OF WRAP THAT UP IT SOUNDS LIKE YOU WOULD LIKE ro GEI' PAST THE FAREN rs 

Oh yes I want to integrate ans sort of allow myseli to not be inconstant 
al&ertation int rnally but it's very difficult you know/? •.. I ' m not always optimistic 
that I ' m not goi to be able to do it 

INSTEAD YOU GEI' P ABOUT I'HE OUTSIDE WORLD HOW DOES fHAI' MANIFESf ITSELF? 

Don ' t stick your neck that's in Any Time Now that line 

ISN 'T 

Yeah but I mean 

DON'T rALK I'O STRANGERS AND DO T SrICK YOUR NECK OUT 

Yeah but if you carry that to an e reme and you always think that the outside 
world is going to do you in or your hildren in or the people that you identify 
with 

FEAR? 

I mean there ' s reasonable fear . .. as they s y paranoids do have enemies but then 
there is the total fear which is also a pro ·ection of your own hostility • .. you 
know all that kind of t:h'in:g '-<:>V\MS(.61 ~,~ 

I'VE BEEN TRYING I'O SEPARA rHE PARANOIA fHAI' FELI' FOR SO MANY Y RS NOW 
RESULT COMMIITMENT TO EMINISM THE PARANOIA rHAr 

TRYING ' GEr ME I MEAN Nor HAT I FE.3:E rHAT THEY ' RE TRYING ~E ACT VELY BUT 

T=~~~I ~!~ JU c=~N M~osr L~ ~~W~A ~p~g;:~,1 
11 O\A I{,,~ ~ MM- • 711!'1:t+-tfA>.I If\ ~ . 

It doesn ' t do us any good to sit with all that hate • . . it may even be reasonable 
it May be true but it ' s jusv unhealthy to live taat way . . . for us and of course as 
a mother of sons I have a strong sympathy/empathy with men because I know to what 
extent I created the11r-- which i5 mo~ machismo in my own soms 

I mean I have to be more sympathetic 
or with daughters 

is either childless 

!SN ' T THAI' WHAT ADRIENNE RICH SAY OF MOTHERHOOD? I MEAN CAUSE SHE HAS ABOUT FIVE 
SONS 

Yeah I don't know cause on ' t know how shee feels about 

I HAVEN ' r READ THE OK EirHER BUI' I SUDJENLY fHOUGHT THAT T~ERE MIGHI' BE A CONNECr* 
TON THERE 

I don ' t kn 

~r KINDS OF JUST BRIEFLY WHAf lffrlD3 Oii' DO YOU SEE IN YOUR SONS THAT YOU 
HELPED CREArE THAT DISTURES YOU? AND IT COULON I r HAVE BEEN ,.\NY DIFFE ·.ENT 
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Yes it coul d have been differen~ 

JI.@ YOU I3Eli::J)I MORE CQNSCTQTIS 

IL coul d h~ve loe~n dif!e: e~L ~ think at ~hl~ -~~me~t !!~s ~;;l; ~; r;!~;l~r. 
even the most avid femi nis s o raise sos I !Ii 1 e a:i,.sc 

<o! it 's not easy but. i t's easy t o feel good about t he effort to rais e girls 
without sterotypfung them because what you are gi vi ng them is all t he advantages 
in the cul ture steength agression 

NOW THAT WE KNOW WHAT THEY ARE 

self love authorit~ and so on you know all those things that are so useful to men 
that women haven ' t had a physical mobility all that kind of stuff If you give 
daughters a very so called heavy male opportunity ... in their psyches you are 
simpl y giving them what the cul ture values but if you give boys female qualities 

YOU ARE GIVING THEM SOMETHING THAT TS NOT VALUED 

You ar e ~iving them something that will at this poi nt be very damaging to them 
and at the same time you want to there are some things that T think T could have 
with knowledge done differently T could allow boys to cry T couldn ' t force them to 
fight when they didn ' t feel like fighting T wouldn't say you know well don't be a 
co1-1ard that soet of thing which T felt T had to do in order to prepare them for the 
cruel jungl e 

WHICH YOU DID RIGHI'FULLY BUTT WAS THINKING MOREIN TERMS OF MORE TN THE LINE OF IF 
YOU WERE TO RAISE A BOY CHILD NOW WHA r WOULD YOU DO? 

Well T would allow them to cry T would not tell them to be cowards T would not tell 
them that they were cowards if they did cry or dmdn ' t want to fight T would encour
age them inwhatever like if they felt like playmng with dolls as well as with boy 
toys you know T would neither encourage or discourage any of that kind of thing •• • 
T would probably give them some kind of a dol l to nurture 

THAT' S ANT RESTING POINT IT ' S ALMOST AS IF A Cm.LLENGE EXISTS TN RAISING BOY 
CHI LDREN BECAUS T' S MORE DIFFICULT 

Oh T thi nk for feminis there was an article in Ms . about that I'm not just 
T don ' t take credit for t I ' m talking about they did questionnaires and 
everything and the feminist mothers of boys found themselves an extremel y difficult 
situati on because they didn ' twa ~o cripple their s ons in a world in whicti certai n 
male qualities are essentia]~~- don ' t a boy to grow up and be accused of 
b~(La . s i ssy if he ' s living out int t concrete jungle or whatever it is you ' re 
~tfig '~r- eAielrn~ the other men(?) u don ' t w~~,,~~m to be a patriarch 
... other qualities for ex~mnle there ' s a sen of responsibility to women that 
are very strong in my sons well in a patriarg__~ at ' s maybe the loest thing you 
can do i n a certain way for in order to help~ ave ood families but women don't like 
that Oon't want it 

OH BUT THE SENSE OF RESPONSI TTY CAN TRANSFER TO PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Well T mean there is a sense howev that you're better than the women you're 
responsible for 

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR BUT RESPONSIBLE TO 

Yeah but I ' m talking about for that the thi ng T ~ined them to feel you know 
•.. so T mean there are all tease and they ' re subt and T wasn ' t aware that T 
was doing it 
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THERE' S WAYS A COMPLICATED WAY OF MANNERS THAT MEN IN PREVIOUS GENERATIONS 
HA:VE HAD T T ARE iAKEN ro BE POLITE AND RESPONIBLE AS OPPOSED TO RESPECT AND 
RESPONSIBIL Y 

Right it8s very different I mean you you can .. .. res ·'onsibility ... mutual responsi
bility 

YES 
., ") 

I ki nd of abr esslmacho tance I see in my sons some of which comes from their 
father who i s not my pre ent husband . . . some of ehich I think I encouraged it 

ALL OF YOUR SONS ARE FROM 

yeah I think I expect 

AND HOW MANY SONS? 

husband we have not had chil dren 

I have threesons and one step spn ~tf.jn/1 /;ljn,~1~ 1 1 tuaw ~ c/'\,WL'1Vll'1 l,W~,.,. ' 

IN TH E REVI EW THAT YOU WROTE -nr LOURIE YOU SAID THE SQ'BJECT MAI"TER THAT MO$ r OEEJ,:LY 
INTERESTS WOMEN BORES MEN OR EVEN OFFENDS THEM OR THAT WAS WHAT EL MOIER SAID AND 
YOU QUOTED IT AND TALKED ABOUT IT DO YOU THINK THAT ' S STILL TRUE? OR DO YOU WANT 
TO COMMENT ON THAT IN SOME WAY? SUBJECT MATTER IN LITERArURE 

Yeah I ear you and I ' m trying to be elrlremely careful with my answer 

THAT ' S 

i s stil l true but less true Because I thin 

HOW? 'HHAT ' S AMASI 
JUDY CHICAGO? 

x\~":)-v-
EVERY TIME I fflei( OVER THERE I SEE IT TWIRLING IS THIS A 

UH HUH 

WHEW! 

It ' s powerful isn ' t it? 

IT ' S PART PSYCHADELii AND IT ' S COLOR OF YOUR SHIRT 
PICKING UP THE PAINT 

(~ Oh yeah! right Kel l tha #a good example I went with my husband and step son who 
is an artist to the Chicago exhibitat the museum a few years ago .•. and I wal ked 
thr ough the door and there were five of her g!)aintingsjustas you came out of the 
elevator to the left and they j ust wiped me out! I mean they just knocijed me out 
and I t a lked to a lot of women and I haven ' t talked to a single woman I think I 
haven ' t I may be exaggerating but certainly almost every-one I ' ve t ;.lked to felt 
them very very powerfully and positively .. . some women were so l~ocked out by them 
that they wanted yo cry t hey had to sit down ... ! didn ' t feel that stronglJ I just 
wafl.±ed ±a> was drawn to them •• . my husband who was a feminist and faught hard for 
the feminist~position in the college and is a strong suuporter of feminism in every 
way that he can be and my step son ~1~£a~-,f ~minist didn ' t like her ... and a lot of 
men don ' t like her whereas women are~d.rawn to her ok t '.,.,at ' s a nice abstract 
exampl e in literature I think I ' m trying to think of some works that men have not 
liked ... I find just over and over andover again the books that women like 

MEN HAVEN ' T L I KED JAtiE AUSrIN GEORGE ELIOT OR VIRGINIA WOOLF AS MUCH AS WOMEN HAVE 
OBVIOUSLY 
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Yeah but you know Austin and Eliot well Austin men like in general I think 
maybe not as much as women but you know 

THEY LIKE AUSTIN BETf 

CAUSE AUSTIN IS COOLER SHE'S M E REMOVED 

Yeah and she has an extraordinaril 
think •.. but they still criticize her 
eonic War 

:patriarchal formal str149ture I 
or not having anything ~ore ~ the Napol-

OH RIGHT HER DEFICIT SHE DIDN ' r LOOK INTO r BROADER SCIDPE 

Right ~hat whole se~ e and men are not interested in relationshmps between women 
and I'M not talkint;'about sexual or lesbian relat io~!\.~~s but I'm talking about 
the t imes between women that there are interested i ~efi whole novels writt en tor 
instance without a woman in them like Moby Dick ... a whole novel like that writ ten 
with0 ~ t or- men in it men simply dismiss 

OR JISMISS IT AS LESBIAN IF THERE'S NO MALE IN IT 

Well not even thatXllXKJOUSill I mena I'm trying to think of some maybe only lesbians 
have written~ ut I think I don't know K~X~ stories or something where there 's not 
going to bet b~\sing away •.. HU relationships that women have ... even without 

~ ~J-, 
I l' 'S FUNNY BECAUSE WHEN YOU r mINK ABOUT ANNA KARININA T JERE' S A RELAI'IONSHIP I\IN 
ANNA KARININA BETWEEN ANNA AND HERSISTERIN LAW AND rr •s REAL POIGNANT AND REAL 
TENDER AND IT'S A VERY SMALL PART OF l'HE NOVEL BUT HE DOESN ' T DWEl;,L ~ UPON 
RELA rIONSHIPS BETWEEN WOMEN 

Well no be~ause there not well did you ever see Jeanne Moreau 's movie not long ago 

LUMIERE? 

-~ 
I was so excited and Mark afterwards ">fou know what I cannot understand what was 
so exciting to you so and he really reads a lot of my stuff he is I cite him not 
to criticize him because of all the men i lnow certainly of my generation he is 
t he most feminist aesthetically ••. because most of the men will be feminists politi
cally and will be very angry if you say the1 are not feminists bedause they are 
aesthetically so patriarchal ... but I have really educated Mark and he has ~een very 
he has struggled very hard with his innate patriarchal s ense of what- art is ••. to 
hear me and so I really and so I want it to be ~ery clear that when I say even Mark 
that I'm not being critical of him because 

I CAN SEE THAT RESPECT 

But I mean I think he's a very good example becaase if he can't get it then we can 
r eally say it's hard t o get and so afterwardrs he said why why why and I said well 
f or example remem~er the scene by the swimming pool I said there's things in that 
movie over and over again that I 've never seen in movies before they are ~omen 
are like when there are no men~x around ... and you haven' t seen them either and~ 
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didn ' t even notice it for example !UX~X remember how gi ggly they were when they 
were getting i nto the pool . . . and poking fun at themselves and imitating sexual be
havior and wriggling? . . . and stuff like that i said now that women do alot when 
we're by ourselves ~ou never in your life have seen any woman do that . .. 
(side one ends here) 
.. . vicious 

OH YEAH AND THEY WERE ABSURD . . , 

Yeah and the whole relationship with the servant . .. absolutely something that men 
never see it's the way we automatically are with each oth~r . . , when there are no 
men around ... this not only do they not did he nmt be excited about it he didn ' t 
recognize it and I think this is often true wheras my mind has gone blank I ' m trying 
to think of some examples of 

BY THE WAY JEANNE r.fflREAU DOES NOT C[l)NSIDER HERSELF ro BE A FEMINIST XXX: I DON' r KNOW 
IF YOU KNOW THAT OR Nor I'HERE WAS AN ARTICLE IN LASI' WE X ' s 

They allsay that 

I KNOW BUT SHE DOES EVEN MORE ADAMANTLY BECAUSE OF HER FRENCH SNOITYNESS IN LAST 
WEEK'S OR THE WEEK ' S BEFORE NEW YORKER AND ALBE JENI HAS AN INTERVIEW WII'H HER 
I T'S A VERY BAD ARTICLE BUT SHE MAKES THIS POINT OF SAYING I AM NOT A FEMINIST 

Lot s of J 11Gk W~ 4-0 ~01,t;~~ ~~ ~ : {);v ~~ ~ '7 

!" KNOW I fttOUGHT II' WAS VERY STRANGE THA! 5HE WOULD DO THO..T 

As a matter of fact nobody would have even gone to that movie if there had not 
been any feminism I get annoyed but also sympathetic at these women whoare exceptionaJ 
in the sense that they have been able to be accepted by the patriarch,.tl world in 
one way or another ~ ~ ying they ' re not feminist when in fac~Jccess has 
depended on feminism 1}he wmmen befRre them O' Keefe and women l ike that kxmoc no their 
success didn't depend on feminism ,~ut there are an awful lot of women today who 
have audiences and suppoet systems and followers and readers and publishers that 
they wouldn ' t have had before feminism so I don ' t think -b::i--'i-f-t-rr-,......ttrrnih..-;:ri,-,:::,,:>t'l a 
lot::::,f#--f-enci:m:snr""bm:--1"1t:;---w.:m-.rlso-r-ect--everct-l:,ecs~~~~llis.m..._and-.tak~~~l&1 

WHYDO SUPPOSE JUST TO BACKTR&CI om YOU KNOW I 
WHY DO OU OSE WOMEN DENOUNCE IT ' S NOT LIKE THEY 

A LITTLE OFF THE SUBJECT BUT 
EEMOUNCING FEMINISM BUT 

THEY REF 

Just a minu e I ' ll go downs a review by Diane 
Johnson who think is i*JftX spec ar of a biography of Charl t : e Bronte and 
this version?) of her work in which she s about way women put down other 

whole lot of t ~heories about tha ·t off for minute while I 
t hink 

~ 

4 '.'"""'tl'rtnk"-±t;tts~ erri:r:rnr:tla:r--t"t:ra:tt7rom:--eE:-s-e~m:m-r~-b:b~«5--J-fl.ws;-tJhe whole : Qf role of 
Uncle Tom, t ' s very sad ;!n order to get out of ghetto whatever kind of 

ghetto it is that we are constricted into it takes a person with a particular kind 
for whatever psychi c 

(?) she mi ght never ave een Known •. . ~ think 
fe:r ex=,.mr,le that I have te be very almre that. @ranted I think my poems were immedia~; 
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interestingJ but there 's a peculiar mixture of age and stuff thatI am I think that 
my advantage in immediately find~ng pople who would reco~mmse them ad ~ 
publish them has ~ t o do with the people I knew because I was Marlk's wife 
the whole world ofpoetry I was already in_s.o.-:t.b.a.i...--PEa.0-:l~H±k~~:§!!::::§!:!fQ.!:l._ 
K 

was a man 
inflence in this worls ans so I think that you have to have ... a mixture os a 

certain kind of aggression and a kind of ruthlessness in order to leave the 
t water and walk on the to 

part · 

THE ATrirUDE fHAT i•!OUrH IS DISSA 
NOT FEMINIST AND I ~ON'r BEL 

NTED ••• ' 
A BAD REP 

iticise 
more 
very 
e ghetto 
beings 
e Ki§X 

M 

these 
-- other things that I'm transpiring ( ?) to the particulat problem that womeR henre 

is thatwe are conditioned from the earliest moment to fight each other , HtSt"ealf 
J omebody sail that women are the only oppressed gro~p who do not live together 

they live in the houses of the enemy •.. separted from each other and we are XijI! 
taught o compete for men with each other, scratch out the ulll t he hair 
I mea ink Rich 1 erfully in that P. em It's political 

smsary .• . I think tha great po m! and am rea that and can't 
out and I think that 's e most importan 

Change or l and he Rif(?) you know a woman's in a 
calling up a an here 's another woman in bed with 

ies and at the end oem she says she does not know 
unnecessary and som thin and political 

IT 

You can look it up later if you wal'rl; it's great bn± I do think ±bat it's it's 
w1ecessa1y bttt the conditioning is so strong tha-tr:_1~ is inevitable for a little 
while but tee women who make it onto the land are going to lrw'~solutely 
unconscious of how they're done it 1 

IT WOULD BE HARD OTHERWISE I SUPPOSE TO MAINTAIN A FOOT ON LAND AND A FOOT IN THE 
SEA ALTHOUGH ONE WOLD HOPE FORTH'IT 

Well that's what the next wave of feminists a~e trying to do but the pioneers 
the ones who went ahead of us who really are the token women, •• i know a lot of 
people who like to put them down 

I MEAN THE NExr GENERATION TAEES IT FOR 

SO YOU ' RE CAUGHT ON EIT~ER SIDE OF IT... 'EI' THE WOMEN WHO HAVE MADE IT AND 
REFUSE TO ACKNOWLEDGE WHY OR HOW AND THE UP ND AND COMING GENERArION THAT 
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I know I I think this is too bad I don't bhink t,hl.e;' -i.:r-e: solution 
to it is or bewildered or too critical of the women who have that 
kind of st place that makes it possible for them to do it cause 
if t ave tha of a ruthless self serving nature in the first place 
plus ertain amount of good f tune . .. they wouldn't have done it so I macan you 
loo an theM and those are the peo e I m&an I know in the days ef the black days 

~-s.. e black movement friends of my Uncl Toms'tb\.<ciV'made it as professionals and so on 
and became political conservatives and i w6uld make me furious but then I would 
think who am I to be so angry . .. what kinds self castrations men and women give 
each other .•. in order to .. . the mutilations at you do to yourself as a woman to 
do that . •. it's very pa.inful .•. and you can ' t rule ourself out then(?) 

IT'S TRUE IT ' S fHE DEFENSE 

I feel very ... I don ' t like to talk to those women and I'm sorry about what they're 
saying but I don ' t anchor them(?) 

WHO DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE IN THE Li fERAY WORLD WHAf WO11iEN WtUrERS DO YOU CONSIDER 
TO HAVE INFLUENCED YQU? WE COULD EITHER TALK ABOT CONTEMPORA.""qY WRITERS OR ONES 
Nor so CONrEMPORARY \ 

Susan Grjffjq I think it was when I read her poems that it first occured to me 
th~t I the kind of poetry that I originally had wanted to write one could wri te ••• 
in other words Mark and the class had been wrong and I could actually go back and 
rewrite that poem totally and of course -B:tt-ch-Ri c • .. I think maybe Levertov's 
rumored in the alphabet as much as anything(? tha ever was written influenced me 
to write I still love thatpoem ... I find now that go bac~ and back to Levertov • early and late for a long time itwas sort of fas ionabld she wasn ta feminist 
to put her down but as just a woman poet I jus love her stuff . .. and I really 
respect her even though she was a token woma 

WELL WHO CARES ABOUr THAT? 

Yeah right I don ' t care I love 

I WAS JUST PRESSING YOU AS FAR AS I \/ITH THAr TRAIN OF rHOUGHT 

Yeah and then of theolder poets I hink my favorite all time forever obsessi~q 
excitement is with H.D •.• • 

BECAUSE OF THEGREEK? WE HAVE fALK ABOUTTHAr A LI ITLE Brr roo 

Ofl no I try overand over a in strange as it~ seems to me no matter what I 
read of hers i read I fmn myself . .• and the song,iof her work you know it just 
makes me ecstatic I don ' know what ... I mena when I discovered her which was 
late I mean so she's n in other words I was ~ itiqg long before I &ould read 
H.D . I couldn8t read er when I first started reading like NO More Masks and 
things like that I • st had no use for her I thought she was am an's woman in 
terms of her poet and it was classic and boring and I couldn ' t get into it and ~ 
afterI be~an writ ng I started reading The Trilogy and I just couldn't stop and it's 
been that way 

ONE OFfHOSE POET~ WHO THEONLY WAY I C ·\N THINK OF IF YOU DON ' T DANCE 
OR YOU DON ' SING AND YOU GO TOAN OPERA AND YOU DON ' T LIKE OPERA YOU MIGi-IT BE 

LE Bur IF YOU SOME HOW OH ANOTHER LEARN TO SING OR YOU HAVE A TALENT 
AN OPERA YOU HA VE AN AFFINITY FORWHAT ' S ;OING ON? IN fHE PROCESS 
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Yeah I really think so 

HING LIKE THAT YEAH I DON ' T THINK I WAS JERY INTER~TED IN H.D. ~ WHEN 
IN COLLEX::E Ar ALL 

S.1.}•~ 
Weel fo one thing:i~we do have to say she~ is not taught 

WELL SHEW A LITTLE Bir BlIT THAT WAS BECAUSE CREELEY 

Creeley oh yea 
would probably 

but they would teach the wrong ones college girls ... I meaa they 
did he teach there early? H.D. or late? 

HE DIDN'T BUT IM 
I WENT TO SCHOOL B 

THERE WAS A LifTLE BIT OF AN AVANTE GARDE INFLUENCE WHERE 
USE OF HIM AND 1HERE WERE POETRY TEACHERS WHO WERE A LITTLE 

HIP 

Into L H.D.(?) right? 

YEAH 

even though he didn ' t get i t 

AS l MATl'ER OF FACT 
NOW AND WOill<ING 

ERSON WHO DID Ir WAS STEVE ROGEFORD WHO IS HERE 

So I think H. D. should be taught fro a feminist position .•. . ~~cause the food for 
feminism in these poems is so ••. well I'd like to tell you J '~1tory about that-itfrnd 
the patriarchy and what interests them I was re~ding H.D. and I was so e«cited 
IKXUMXUXU{KiifHUK~ I was just obsess with H.D . and Mark can't read her and he 
said ok when you f ind one where the sonf of it gets to you cause he didn'tlike to 
read it(?) read i t to me show it to me see if you can show me what it is that you 
like so much about it so I was in tuhe mid le of Hell In Egypt and there was a 
poem about Achilles coming up the beach and said ok here ' s one I like and I read 
it to him and he looked at it and the poetry eacher took ax word and he said Yeah 
but I wish I could remember what he said he sad this is inadequate and why did she 
do this? this is a complicated archaic word why couldn ' t she ha~e used something 
simpler this is a st~ange construction why could 't she have used something simpler 
and stuff like that so I said well I don ' t reall know it ' s not my skill to know 
at this point but I'm going to study it because I n guarantee one thing it 
wasn ' t done out of i gnoranc~or accident whatever sH does she does on purpose .. . 
so I had to read it till Idfound it out so he said we 1 let me take another look 
the minute he looked at it with that in his mind the s · 11ful poetry teacher came to 
the part he said oh I see why she did it it illuminates he whole meaning of the 
poem ans so forth and this antique(?) construction shows something and so forth but 
what it tool was enough respect to assume that it wasn ' t an inferior student 
writing a poem but a great poet 

w A l'B'frONALE A POEM WRITTEN WITH 

½ ith ~bnscious craft(?) you know she really k new what she was doin~ and if you stud
ied her the same way you studied Eliot of Pound or something you know these things 
would be admired enormousl y he said you know 

HOW DID THAT MAKE YOU FEEL? DID YOU CALL MON IT? 

Oh he saw it ! He was calling himself By doing that he was saying to me look I see 
when I look at it with respect Is more .•. oh yeah I meati t his was an effort of 
his to take what I said seriousl and have another lo ok at the poem from what I 
had said and then he could se it 

rr- MUS'P HAU TAKELt AN ENORMOUS AMOUNT OF STRENGW ro ACrUALLY HAVE THIS ONGOING 
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disaGREEMENT ABO!IT AESTHErIC CONCERNS 

Yeah it ' s been very difficult 

WITH SOMEONE YOU LIVE WITH I CAN IMAGINE Ir WU1ll WOULD BE DIFFICULT FOR ME 
ALL THE rI ME ro BE WITH S0EONE WHO COULD Nor SEE A JUBY CHICAGO AND COULD NOT SEE 
AN H.D. AND REPEATEDLY Nor BE ABLE ro SEE THE CONTENT 

But < does learn and now he can read 
these poets to hi s femal e students 

Rich who he couldn't read ... and now he teaches 

SO YOU' VE BEEN AN EDUCATION ~ HIM 

I have in fact been an educator and he haa educated me it's ~ an ongoing 
process which is often painful ... the fact thatI could write taht article even in 
the sort of crude letter form that I wrote it in in Priscellis is a direct result 
of the iears of argument that I've had with Mark in which I had to sharpen my 
lepra(?J perceptions in order to answer his arguments .•. It's like that poem in re
verse my youth saii his father I tmok to the law? ... and I argued each case with my 
wife .•• much i ' t h@_.,.d.a.et 1ic t (?) 5Yr~_\,\.- and gave to my child and it lasted the 
rest of my life ... you laugh about that because it happens to both of theme?) 
•• . cause I've educated him now j ust as much as he's eduaated me although at first 
it was the other way around 

, / ~ ~\.\(r 

IT IS THE CAS~ OF THE STUDENT COMING AROUND AND EDY NG THE TEACHER 

Yeah he had to be r eceptive in the first place although this male identity I maa~~, 
whmch is I think the thing you have to realise in writers artists men teachers~ e1r 
identity pe:1tieYla~ly is they can be very political feminists but their identity 
is t otally locked up in definitions of art that they themselves have had to learn 
a t some cost to other sides of themselves and therefore it ' s the same thing with 
Uncle rom women and men when you have had to cut out some p~t of yourself you are 
very reluctant to adm~t t hat you ' d never had to do it ... i' 

,:df ~, ,;- ~ tv;'4\.. tlJUN\ 
t; I 

AND IT ' S 

It's political but it 
in every field I 

ort of like a 
they will 
and the ERA 

won't go as far as art which 1 I think t s hap-
thin. that ~en you have to skip worn or a 
ste furt her but men will reall~ be stro mlitcal 

use 
inists 

......_...___,. __ F, ts fo women to be inpolitics and equal pay for 

They do not see aesthetics as an appropriate pa.ace for feminism and I think we 
are all of us quite will ing to give up what we don 't care about too much and if you 
find I think in the art world i t ' s easy for those men to be political feminists and 
make a lot of noise about letting women in you not ice t he word letting 
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I THINK YOU ' RE RIGHT I I'HINK rr·s A EOOD CHOICE OF WORDS 

INTo all these areas but here there ' s where they themselves have had to be self
destructive see that's wher I think it ' s at 

IN THEIR AESTHEr rc OF THEIR AESfHEI'IC CRITERII 

In order to become quote artists in h world of art as it is seen in the patriarchy 
and it is of course all patriarchy bee se ~JXK~~Xl]Uil(H~ everything thtt wasn ' t 
patriarchal or very little that wasn't riarchal there were exceptions but very 
little that wasn't ... it never lasted for m e tha:lm one generation because it wasr-·~ 
passed on whatever they had to cut out of th · r own natures in order to make it in 
that world they cannot even know about because o admit to themselves as I said 
before that maybe it wasn ' t necessary and this is ven mote true you see of women 
than of men ... that maybe I didn ' t have to do it yo know would be too painful 
because in fact in order to~ft they had to not know doing it 

YEAH I T WAS AN UN~ONSCIOUS 

Yeah and therefore i t has to stay unconscious or they would go to pmeces ... this is 
simplistic I really :ear the t qings I think about all the time and tomorrow I'll 
give you a different set of thb1ngs but they would be similar 

' G ON NGLY AND WHAT CO HI T MEN 
DARE s THE SHOrs AND 
ERY STRONG 

JG lw 
BEX!AU 
AREL 

OMEN'S 

Zeah well this is a problem I ' m very aware of because and I don ' t know what the sol
ution isbecause I think that inevitably the strongest energyfor feminism is going 
to come from lesbians because they are the only women who can devote their whole live 
s to feminism ..• Women who live with men for example a man and a wife or a man and 
woman lovers . .. can r eall y devote their whole lives to civil liberties the democrats 
anything because that ' s not t he visit(?) but to devote your whole life to feminism 
a man and woman together there ' s going to be ways in whieh you know that{s not 

~oing to be a man ' s major interest in life .•• my major interest in life right now 
is feminism it ' s not Mark although he ' s very He's come to believe that the only 
hope for the world is feminism and so it is beginning to be a majot thing still 
I cannot expect him as a poet t o spend all his time reading feminist literature 
and feminist criticis~ because it would be bad for his own work he ' s got to do 
his own work out of his own inner experience ... so I think just in terms of business 
people and so om you can ' t expect heterosexual women who are living IIUINX men 
to nave the ~ind of simply energy and time and emotional drive because the~e ' s 
nothing~ except gain for lesbians in feminism an~ t~ere ' s certainly very scary 
dangerous thin~s for heterosexual women in feminism jf r om t he way men are reacting 
rape lfor example the most ove reaction of the patriarchy to feminism and that 
happens in subtle psycholocical ways the young w~ en that I know tha t are trying 
to have relationships with men i a new way ar~p- a tree it ' s ~ rough you 
know they are pioneers and t hey ar havi ng a hard time so I think that the and 
besides the money .. we have gottent t he point now that just about all of our 
charity momey that we have which goes o feminist causes some goes t o ecol9_gy and 
almost noyhing goes to anything else si ly because I think other peop1Mn1 
support some of t hat and nobody is giving enough money tm feminism and since we're 
in a position where you give a certain amou t to charities t hat ' s where it goes 
and e~en most specifiaally t o feminist press but the problem then is if most of 
the feminist presses are l esbian for these rea ons . . . you know that the women can 
do i t particumarly lesbiancouples will get toget er and do a press ~ogether 
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and then we have problems hen they split up vecause they are women and love comes 
before art or work . .. then w t about us heterosexual women whole aspects of our 
lives arewith menand I think most women in the world are at least living hetero
sexual lives I don ' t sant to get into what ~~X women ' s real nature is I don ' t t •1ink 
anybody knows but it simpl y turns ut the pragmatic surface surface most women in 
the world are leading heterosexual ·ves and therefore our experiences as to the 
menus(?) of our poetry when I sent som of my poems out of my ignorance to Second 
Lady(?) and the~ sent it "'back saying the e ' s too many men in these well I didn ' t 
know it was a lesbian magazine . .. where wer those poems gonna go? they were part of 
my life some love poems to Mark I am living · n what I call a female aesthetic 
I am not tryi~ to write~ o~ms like men write em I am not t rying toworry about 
crudeness I ~ really trynr'g-'4:.o worry more about a thenticity • •• and song and sort 
of a female song than I Ii have about certain kinds of polish that are expected of 
the man writers 

NOW WHEN YOU SAY THAT DO YOU MEAN TO IMPLY THAT YOU COULDN ' r SEND rHEM OFF ro 
AMERICAN POETRY R EiJ OR CHICAGO REVIEW OR PARIS REVIEW OR ANY OF THOSE MALE 

Well I KIIi sent Any Tim Now to UPR and they just sent it "'back and saii we're not 
interes:ed in this kind of terial ... and yes in general I think very few of my 
poems would be acceptea-in "t,",) in the male establishment ft~nd I havent worried 
because I have such a committed minist I began writin~first starte~ it'ffrg 
after that weekend with Susan Grif ·n and Rich and all those I was only able to 
write by telling myself that I would ever show my poems to any men and I odly 
showed them to women for a long time e ept to Mark and I was very very restricting 
in what I would let him see .. . and then adual!:x._,got more courage and as I ~ot 
more and more praise from women then I esga.n show~ them to~fn and I began to find 
~ which men would like me and which wouldn ' t .. . xt was a very clear thing when 

I 
I read Any Time Now to a group at Foothill College the men fell asleep and the 
women sat on the edges of their chairs yo know if my poems have imm ~iate ••• 
I woul d be nowh wi ut lesbians wi out Sus n for exampl e who immed ·ately liked 

t dXMK her riends about t so that ' ve been published by you know 
publication sbi~n press s Priscellus andBon y Carpenter 

immediately r pond poems but thos hav,ing to 
life . \ 

ow DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THAT?! MEAN AREN ' 'r WE BACK WHERE WE STARTED rHEN 
IF ONLY A PA OF US WILL SPEAK TO WOMEN AND A PART OF US ARE SHUT OFF FROM THE 
qE3T OF THE wo_ 

I don ' t know.. . ' snot nearly enough talk about this because people always 
interpret it as host · ty to lesbians . . . you talk this way and I think that it is 
simply not that and I . ly .. . I search my souland I do not find ani hoeti)\tW o 
lesbians I think much le than there is to ~e as a straight wo'fA~n+~~t~~'ti a"rfciTI 
are such close friends we lk about all these things and the problem in the move
ment of the hostility of les an women to straight women which is too busy(?) and 
now is getting ol d fashioned hink to a large degeee lesbians are begginning to 
realise that straight women are ore their friends than gay men much of the time 
and so we really have to be togetn r the qen are against us all but still I think 
this question of what are t·1e hetero exual poets and artists going to do if the 
men won't take our feminist work and e lesbians who have the power of the press 
you can say why don ' t the heterosexual men do their own presses? 

WELL THEY HAVE BUT THEY ' RE TRICKLING 

Kels y Street is one and it ' s a mixtur e of stra 
there aren ' t very many and they son ' t have the 

gay which is nice but 
of energy and power and 

committment 
I rHINK IT'S BECAUSE HEREROSEXUAL WOMEN HAVE SO M OrHER CONCERNS THAT THEY 
ALLOW rHE POWER THAr THEY MIGIITHAVE TO LAPSE rHAT I s SORT OF WHAr HAPPENSD WITH 
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BEST FRIENDS ... BECAUSE T iERE WERE roo MANY EOPLE INVOLVED IN Ir WHO HAD .:'00 MANY 
OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES 

I think it ' s certainly a largepart of it I atree with you I think it ' s a multiple 
thing •.• but I thi nk i t 's a sad t hing if t e ... as heterosexual women try to get out 
from under the tyranny of men only to sub it ourselves to a new form of tyranny ... 
from women and I think that but you k ow I ' m talking to you yplabout this because 
you raised it as sort of an issue but I ' more of an optimist than that ... for example 
~ U-KNGW as the hostility between ay and straight women is being modified 
somebody a feminist was here the oyher ay a lesbian she was tel ling me that a lot 
of the movement now in feminism is ana chism t0Rar0s anarchism that ' s a very inter
esting idea like if you want to have y ~ind of a tradition at all that ' s about 
the onl y one that women can find usab e ... 

AND THAT ' S AN ANrI fRADirI ON 

Exactl y so you have a tradition tit ' s perhaps the most usable in terms of 
being outside the patriacch~l 

I N WHAT WAY DID SHE MEAN ANARCHIS IN TERMS OF WHAf? 

AGAINST IDEALOGY IN GENERAL 

I X~NM~«X against all ideal ogy or not accepting ... because what we have are Marxists 
... femjnist s who are fightin 

WORLD WIDE OPPRESSION 

Who are fighting the capit ist feminists and these to me are aspects of patriarchy 
that I don ' t think we shou d get behind them in in their fight .•. I don ' t wnat to 
mess with their i deas Mar ist ot not because fina2.ly it doesn ' t seem to me from wha-: 
I can~bear that women in ommunist countries or Socialist count~es are as well off 
as~-.itPiey start off well off ca~ e it ' s part of the biF promise and it hooks the 
women and gradually t~e get pushed back ad pushed back and nushed back until . .. 
so that women and I thi k the whol e puritanical ~radition in China is complicated 
and so on it ' s diff icu t to deal with and I ,think they ' re getting more and more 
capitalist in China n more and more trying to ~e l i ke the United States 

X The~~re going to 
really I don ' t thi 
have been in suppo 

rHE AEN 

ave problems with proetit~tion and stuff like that because 
they ' ve gotten to the roots of feminism yet because women 
of a male idealogy 

T TO BE ABL~ ro D:WEECr OFF OF 

Yeah and Mij wh you ' re saying yes but like I 'll ~ive money which I just about 
don ' t any more ut you ~ight say alright I ' ll support a Democratic candidate 
I just won ' t a ymore I ' ~ give ~ thing unless it ' s to a woman if she ' s a 
woman Democra I ' m more l ikely to give it to her because I happen to be a Democrat 
•. . than to a oamn R~publican ... on the other hand I know a woman she has a high 
office right now shes a Republican and she ' s someone I talked to you e ·arlier 
4bout in co nection with women who are not feminists and she wanted t o run her 
office and he had got ten aware(?) she discovered t he women had not voted for her 
so she jo· ed NOW and she took a high position in the local chapter and got a femin
ist follo ing ok but in t~e •eanw~ile she learned about feminism and became a femin
ist and ow the position th~t she is hmlding she is really a high useful feminis t 
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and she has a lot of power and she ' s really good at i 

HARD TO BELIEVE rHAT SHE' S SPILL A REPUBLICAN 

Ok I will tell you who she is but that is not fo the records ••. it ' s Ali Marie 
Batore(?) the judge •.• not only that but she aw y of get ting a lot of this part you 
can put in she UK would always dress ladylike nd high heels and stuff like that 
••• and I would b~ my midd1e class heterosex 1 mii dle aged friend they would say 
oh I didn ' t knowt'fren.~J~~ 4Ut ,.~ looked li th3.t I ' ll join , . • you see I mean the 
scary ima~e of the blue jeans UiXXUU~HlXX IXKIHKX or the overalls and the boots 
and si{sns 

Bur DID THJl:1' ,:NOW THAr NOW IS I VERY srRAI G r rr ALWAYS HAS BEEN 

I know but no as a matter of fact the 
young women and a bunch of lesbians 

Bur THAT WAS WAS THAT A WHILE BACK? 

3 or 4 years ago 

I was i n there were just lots of 

YEAH NEW MEXICO WAS LIKE THAr r oo FOR A WHILE I MEAN THERE ARE OrHER WO,·lEN I s 
GROUPS THAT ARE FEMINIST BUT I W.WT ;.'0 GEI' :OACK I i' ' S FUNNY BECAUSE rHE DIRECrION 
THE CONVERSArION WAS STEERING I N WAS A VERY INTERESfI NG ONE ABOUT THE LESBI AN 
PRESSES Bur 1HEN OK THAT BnINGS us ACK r o IF OK rHE LESBIAN PRESSE3 HAVE THEIR 
POWER AND WE HAVE r~ AND r HAf ' S Wi rHour THEM NONE OF us WOULD BE ANY WHERE 
BECAUSE THEY ' VE BEEN '7ERY AGGRESSI E BECAUSE THEY HA VE VESTED INTERE.:iTS ANB WHAT YOU 
SAID ABOUT T:rn1-1 BEINGAB?.LE r o DEV fE TEMSELVES OK so WHERE DOES THAT LEAVE WOMEN 
WHO ARE so CALLED I DON I r THE T HErEROSEXUAL BUr LEI' I s KEi!:P USING rr CAUSE TO 
BE C!DNSISTENI' SOWHERE DOES THAT EA VE us BECAUSE WE' RE I 'J rHE SAME POSI r ION 

Ok I started to say , •• I got si etracked 

a GOOD SIDE TRACKER BUT ALL I ' SAYING IS NOW I srILL PERSONALLY FEEL LIKE I r ' s 
GOING TO BE DIFFICULT 'NLES:3 Sl'ARf ~tl\.NI CU:UNG MY WORK AND 

Are you heterosexual? 

YEAH FOR ALr\TNTENTS AND PU OSES I '11. IDENTIFY AS A HErEROSEXUAL WOMAN 

Y&ah 

IT' s DIFFICULT FOR ME AN ::'HIS HAPPENS WITH ME REPEArEDLY Ar MY READINGS FrlE WOMEN 
DO IN FACT LOVE MY WORK ORE THAN THE MEN ALfHOUGH NOr ALL rOGErHER AND CEnrAINLY 
THAT ' S I ' M MOVING IN A IFFEHENT DIRECfION IN MY WORK XK»XlXllXSX Ir' s BECAUSE 
I ' M MORL!! ABSTR.~cr BU r EN I WAS SrILL CONNECl'ED WITH BEST FRIENDS rr WAS VERY 
OBVIOUS I'HAT WHERE I W S WELL MY ~ CONCIBNS l'HE CONTENT' OF MY WORK WAS VERY 
BENIAL( ?) VERY HUMAN( AND MY AUDIENC tiS WERE WOMEN AND rHEN I srARrED GEr rING 
SERIOUS ABOUT WRITING I KNEW fHAr I WOULD HAVE A HARD fIME GErrING MY WO:lK rnro 
#1 ACADEMIC PU3LICAT ONS !ND #2 VERY MALE IDENTIFIED PUBLICATIONS ALL rHE PRESrIGE 
OF SMALL PRESS 

Ok how do y ou feel 

I FEEL LIKE I T ' S STLIKE IT WAS BEFORE BES~ FRIENDS BECAUSE I DON ' T HAVE BESr 
F~IENDS TO lMCK t ANYMORE I DON ' T HAVE THAT PAMPERI NG ALL I ' M SAYING IS fHAT 
COMING our HERE PENED MY EYES r o rHAT AND rHE CHOICES WERE AGAIN LIMirED ••• 
YOU KNOW? 

Uh huh !thin 
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I ' M Jusr WONDERING HOW YOU FEEL ABOUf rHAf WHERE IT mu IN ANY WAY 

It affects me a great deal I ' m in a workshop let me off t e record unless you get 
my permission I don ' t want~* you to quote UX that it ' s possible that it's ok 

OK 

I8m in a workshop withthree other heterosexual 

I KNOW r HAT WORKSHOP I TALKED ~o BEVERLY 

Yes beverly and Kathleen and r imura and I Timur has had to leave because she ' s 
got to get a parttime job ... and it ' s justa hav n ... where we can write about men 
or not about men you know ... like Kath~leen ' s w ole l'st couple of years of poems 
her whole new book about poems is about relat · onships wi~h men ... and she is very 
l ate(?) she has a oardcover publisher becaus of the past book ..• (?) 

YES I KNOW 

But she doesn't know I 7ean Ms . wouldn ' t ublish them ... and she said it ' s going to 
be a problem Adrienne won't like them 

NOW SEE THIS IS EXACTLY WHAr I MEAN I KNOW KArHEEEN FEELS THIS WAY ABOUr IT 

Yeah and the lesbians won't like them but also the men won't like them because 
her form is so female ... she's such a experimenter formally ... and I t ~ink so excit
in~ from my opinion I think she's one og the most important poets writing in 
America today for the reason that e has heterosexuals traditional f emale subject 
matter .. . treated dif ferently in re lly experimental form ~~?~n~tvcally her foem is 
~eally f emale ... and the men don' like the form and the ~don't like the cont
ent ... and I think she ' s ~onna .. but I said to her Katheeen if you 're really a 
pioneer any eweal pioneer 

THEY NEVER LIKE YOU ANYWAY 

Any real pioneer . .. is ever mediately liked ... what we're going to do about it 
I don't know I feel taht at e moment I'm very lucky becauseOf Priscellus and 
Barnabt(?) and the editors o Bi g Moon were the first people to publish ... 
are women but it's a mixed gazin e ••. so I got a good start but like you I don't 
know what happens if I get don't know if my form becomes a greater consideration 
and my subject matter beco es less feminist at times It's obviously feminist 
see I think Kathleen ' s poe s are passionately feminist because of their formal 
inventiveness butyou know "1-he feminists don ' t realise that I don ' t know what the 
answer is I have a certa • an,ouRot.. -M' pptimism based am the fact that I see more 
co:nings together and les hostility between groups of feminists but on the ot her 
hand thms incredibl~ fo lish arg~~ent ~ between the Fast Eay and the West Bay 
Feminist Writer ' s G' i l over Marxis : and Anti- Marxist language or something I mean 
why should women fight ~ach other over this? 

WELL YEAH r DON ' r EV 
THE FI GHT BEI'WEEN 1' 

SEE THE FIGHT so MUCH BUI' rHAT ' s A WHOLE or :lER ARGUMENT 
WOMEN Bur 

You could give 

rHE POWER THAT 

Well I t hink t 
end patriarch. 

power that the men still have 

MEN STILL HAVE ABOUT 

anybody who thinks that in one or two decases we're going to 
m~ 

I T' S MUCH T O IDEALISTIC 
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Yes it ' s ridiculous 

WHAT I s INTERSSTING ABOUr rHE CEtHER rHAT KATHLEEN KNO s rHAT THE FEMINisrs WON ' T 
LIKE •. . IN HER WORK Bur SOMErHING AND THIS '.:: AME FRO IRANIAN WOMEN(?) AND ACrUALLY 
WOMEN WHO I M!!TI' AT THE ~UILD AND AFrERWARDS SHESAI YOU DON ' T rALK ABOUr WOMEN IN 
YOUR POEMS AT ALL YOUR POEMS CAN BE MmE FEM "NIST AND I DIDN' r KNOW WHAT SHE MEANT 
IN A WAY I HAD TO STOP AND THINK BECAUSE YES rH~ E WERE LOrs OF THINGS rHAT I WAS 
READING NOW THAT WERE MUCH MORE UNIVERSAL rHEY ER.EN ' r JUST CO:l"CERNEJ WITH A FEMALE 
EXPERIENCE CffUSE I'M rRYING TOMOVE AWAY FROM .A'T BECAUSEEI THINK I ' VE EXPLORED Ir 
r o rHE POINT WHERJ: I 

You don ' twa:nt to keep 

I DON ' T WANT rOKEEP WiUTING THE SAME PO EXACrLY so I WONDERED rr MADE ME I'HINK FOR 
A LONG TIME AND I rHOUGHr ABOUT KArHLE ACTUALLY WHEN I WAS THINKING AJOUT rr 
WHERE DOES THAT PUr YOU IF YOU' RE Nor OVERT?AND YEI' YOU ' RE NOTIN VOICE rIL ro( ?! ) 

Right I think what you have for for a little while is maybe one or two 
advoca~es of the patriarchy maybe help you among and l1H£1[*! to sort of 
re1.lise that we're in a bad We are in a bad place I don ' t think that there's 
any way just because we want or way out of it I don ' t think there necessarily is 
one . .. certai nly not in this g neration c ouls you turn that of f for a minute? 

LESBAIN MAGAZINE 

OH I don ' t want this to 
poems but I don ' t want 

OK 

I really don't 

OK 

NV~·l-\t tMA .!µ_. 
it I'll talk about some of theA~oems ~ the articJe 

who was printed 

You can be mis erstood so easily and talem out f context and nasty things could 
be pulled ... an I as I said don't want any oft t because of my friends and my 
positive.xx«.u~a....,._,,l identification with lesbi sis much to good for me to try and 
antagonise 

YES I CAN U'illERSTANDI'HAT 

I mean as a Jew I am very sena;itive to hese thinss I know the ways in which non
Jews think t ~ey ' re sa~ing nice things about ~ Jews which we experience as hostile 
or separate 

SOME OF MY BEST FREENDS AR"t 

Yeah r.ir,ht and I don ' t want any of that but now what I'm saying is I am working 
on this poem which I think ma. be difficu&t to print because it's primary relation
ship is between d~ughters an loving fathe\.s and I think that there is a great deal 
of feminism which inwhich sn ' t even telieve this exists almost and I certainly 
see the patriarchal ~ p of my father ' s relationship to me and so on and the 
waJ he would rather have me be a boy ... 

IS rHAT WHAT IN YOUR WO'.iK? 

Ye~h well I want to haven't been able to concentrate much since I've been back 
beginning and going back to some of my love affairs when I 

was younger whic were passionate and I experienced myself as being born I ' ve had 
to recieve the 1ft of love which made it possible for me to go on living, My father 
wanted me to a boy I think he wanted me to share the male smde of his life with 
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him and also I thin he gave me a e;reat deal of unconscious seductive behavior 
which I experience as having been v-ery good x~ for me it made me feel attractive 
to men 

THAT INITIAL CONTACT WITH MAN WANTING YOU LOVING YOU THAT ' S B~EN REPEATED 

Yes and I think that my poem are adequate and true to my sense of feminism 
I have one which has never be nprinted which I can take exerpts out of which will 
include some things bec~use I nt to belabor it the competitive realtionship between 
me and my mother but not which ybe my mother felt but which I felt in which I was 
~oing to push her into the kitch and have a relatimnship with my father which 
was separate we were marching aro d the table singing until my mother brings my 
supper in •.. brings my dinner in th ti hope will imply without me saying it that 
I was really competing with her .. ,f him and I was really nasty about it too 
I gave her a bad time in these ways tit's s t ill be being freer was able for 
example to ~ive me the pink satin val tine an important part of the poem with my 
lllDther tepresenting the culture me an elegant aesthetically elegant 
patriarchal wood parchment 

THINGS ARENOT WHAT THEY SEEM that WAY 

Delicate colors so that I dream9d of his se 
it because I knew that she dispised it and t ought that it 

I~ compl icated the relationship I think my mothe 
J ~

1
~,-1-, father not having to do it 

I was ashamed to admit 
was vulgar and so this 
the patriarchy and my 

~;-::-~~ HE 3ELIEVED Ir 

~ can really give her a oreater sense of Oer 

~ 
here) 

V 
. ~ro CALL YOURSELF 

A WOMAN WRITER BECAUSE WRHERS ARE THAT ' S A UNIVERSAB'P.. ...,~'e~Ou ~ TERM FOR UNIVERSAL 
MAN AND WHENYOU ATTAQij, THE WOMAN PARi' TO IT YOU MAKE IT ALM9ST LESS THAN IT IS 
RATHER I'HAN MORE 7 

Ok de yeu "Nant me te talk about it ? 

iE:3 I D0-f 

This i s the -first time in the afternoon Hhich I have teally i ~iF disagrol!ld w.i:!J2 
vou 

----5GOOD l r'LL BE FUN 

I ' M THROWING THIS our BECAUSE I ' M 
AND WITH MY OLD FEELINGS AS WELL 

in joy nt 

COMFORTABLE WITH ALL OF IT WITH MY NEW FEELINGS 

,e~VJ~<-
Let me XMllXJIDiXUMMXKDij! talk to you about Cynth· Osit(?) I ' ve read• a ~ of 
short stories of hers called Pagan Rabbi and O er Stories and that story Pagan 
Rabbi is a very important work in thatstory e talks about well in the first place 
her t otal identification in that story i ith the man the woman in that story both 
of the women in that story are really wful the wife of the Rabbi and the spirit of 
t he woods are really dreadful ok at happens you know but she is talking about a 
Jewish traditions apparently a wish Talmudic rule that says if a man is walking 
along thinking about JJ{X the orah that ' s the Bible and he looks up ffliioas things 
and a bird sings and he ches itand enjoys it that's •.. because he ' s suppose1 to 
be thinking about god the Toran and not the natural world andfinally this ;man 
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...:::--=:.!:!;;~:;~;:!;:-:;:.;:i:~;~11-~;;~::~~:~:t~::~;~:~:~~{~h}i!m~;~~~t~{!i~~;;__;;~~~
th

e 

~::~~i~y{;s:L!~:ea!!m!~
1

:t:Zh:b:~!~L;Q~~f :~i:i:::e;&~u::~e~o!~.~~=:: said 

that she writes J;~D~~~ ~ ow I am ~ ~ ~~o,i 
rHAr's SORT OF AWFUL ~-~ 
I don ' t think that anybody writes f~ Demi~ cause if you cut somebody's head off 
then they ' re dead you write with your whole body I don't really believe the whole 
threst of Any Ti me Now i s against the whole mind/body split .. . and I don ' t believe 
it Idon ' t like it I think that it ' s bad for us It may have at one time been useful 
I think in order to develop civilisation and the whole human thing I think maybe 
we need the sky god and certain kinds of focusi g in the left brain but I think 
that useful ness has seen it ' s day 

BESIDES N@SXXmK IN WESrERN CIVILISATION ITS A i¾RrISIA:N SEPARATION 

Right and it ' s destructive finally I thin that destruction can lead us to having 
fot example a war i n Viet ~am i nstead of uman sacrifice in other words going from 
the mother goddess giving sacri fices to he superior thing of love thy neighbor 
you evnentually md no revengeance on hat you do is you get Viet Nam 

RIBHI' 

Atom bomb and what you have is popuaa.t on and so on so the mind/body split I 
think is. .. ,~ 

~~~', 
ALSO IXIKD{KXXRmqx.m: ANOrHER rtt NG IN M ~ \ ; READ AN ARTICLE AN ARTHlLE OF AN 
INTERVIEW WITH HERIN A JEWISH EMINIST MAGAZINE IN rr SHE SAID THAT JEWISH WOMEN 
ARE LE3S LIKELY ro MAKE PROVI IONS(? FOR THE MIND/BODY SPLir LESS LIKELY BECAUSE 
IN JUDIASM THERE IS NO SEPAn TION B r W£EN rHE SOUL AND THE HEAD AND rHERE' S NO 
SEPARATION BErWEEN rHE INTE ECT D r HE SOUL THER E' s NO HEAVEN AND HELL REALLY 

No but t ·1ere 
spe::i.k to G 

men are the only ones who are allowed to 

YEAH WELL rHA ' S THIE CRUCIAL SEPARATION 

Yeah and I think sic is unconsciuosly a p~ of that in which she says 
she writes for~ ak f~nd stre se.JS thcrl there are no such thing as women writers 
is a further extensi of that ... she doesn ' t write as a man .. . now I think that 
it ' s a serious mistake to think that you have to write as a quote woman as a 
kind of metaphysical co and but I do think that there is maybe in all of us a 
compulsion t o write out o experience in a kind of doncentrated way 
because so little has been because we have been buried in the culture 
and as i wr ote in my first a icle we do not know who we a r e and al~ t ~e arguments 
about nature/nurture and so on involve th~ question of are we really>~U1e same as 
men? or are we in f act different does that x and y gene create some differences 
is there a difference in agp.;ressi ness f or example in neonatals in new born babies 
for example I read different report and one says ~tJlat the . onlr difference is that 
female ~bies like sweets and male b~ · es have a /ie.prehens~l(?) vis ual .. . t hing 
which could have a great deal of disput about it on the other hand those researchers 

the 

our quest i n of ,c\\ 
as a put down t ha is o say as ess an , hat is what I~ "l! 
~female self hatred like a Jew I have Jewish se hatred and I t ranslat e t hat 
always it ' s clear that female self hatred is what destroys ~s over and over again 
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af'e--nc,w--±-4ri=l::i-B-k-:~l!efl-t~:e-efr-t-l~-1)!th±a:re-ha:i---'~;.i.€H=r--ef!-W:Aa.1Wl0.!lte.DU!,]re 
and so- I think thatif you say German writerP~olish writer Russian writer . 

Southern writer you do nothing of it as sort of a uut♦down of course U1ey%~ 11 Jµ>l' 
writers but they ' re writing from a certain locale and I think to ~ea *~KX woman 

certain locale ,a lld-4,l~i-J.L-¥.D..U....:t.J:l~:..o-~~:..-1:..~H:tnct-i::-tn~-:t.,~~l.Q!~ 

EXACTLY IT WASN ' T THE DESIGNATION SO MUCH S THE FEELING I DON'T WALK AROUND 
I DON ' T fHINK OF MYSELF AS A JEWISH WOMAN AND I AM BUT 

There are times when you do 

YES BUT rr Is Nor IT WAS THE FACT THAT NEEDED SOMErHING MODIFYING 

But you are writing a~ut womEn 

YES ANB I ' M Nor FOR A 1•10MENT THJ1~KIN OF CHANG!DNG rHIS PROJECT AND INCLUDING MEN 
IN IT 

No because nen have seen written 

$ BIGHT I ' M Nor INTERESTED I ' M Nor NTERESTED Bur FOR SOME REASON IN THELAST SIX 
'}2; - MONTH~ I ' VE THOUGHT WELLISN I T IT IME THAT I HAVE TO STOP EXPLAINING MY CONCERN 

A.'W I HAVE ro STOP RATIONALISIN IT 

Yeah oh i don ' t think you shou explain it I think you should say it and if people 
argue with you the time has co e when Jett snsu~~ ust look at them and not argue 

I DON'T MUCH ANYMORE I'M G Er NG BErTER AT IT 

In other words I agree that it ' s time to stop rationalising but I don't think it ' s 
time to stop doing 

NO I WILL NEVER 

Ok there's this other . t ng about being a woman writer you see I'm really interested 
see here is where ~ really drives me up the wall(?) I really disagree with her 

~ 
YEAH I QUCJrED SOME ACT SHE IS DIAMErRICXDLY OPPOSED r o ~ IN ALMOST EV53Yf 
THING SHE SAYS 

I i~K know they to invite her to speak with her 

Do you pronounce that moiers? Moers? I say Meiers but I have no idea . . . 
C)<i, t., 

ANYWAY I W,6iS. r. KING ABOUf HOW LlDERArURE UNIVE~SALISES AND MOERS 

Moers is spe fie in the beginning she writes about Jews all the time she said 
she ' s noyt 
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a Jewish writer she'd die before she'd admit she was a wasn't a Jewish writer ... 
I mean so why not be a women writer? 

YEAH 

Imean relly 

YOU ARE NECESSARILY BY THE FACT TAHT YOU'RE FEMALE AND YOU'RE WRITIDNG 

C:!'iL~;r~2•:E~!~~~;::;:~~;:::E'SE:i:J:;.~. 
time for women to really be adventurous and write novels with women and men in them 

~ asnivel a Esin (?) does in some and make ~ an effort to make men fully realise 
as for example Karenina ... It's difficult and I don't think we can ever think uhat 
we are experiencing a man as a man experiences himself but I think what we can really 
do that's illuminating is weaJJJt HRfiW:i::io1t.re do vivid imagep of men as women ex:g,er
ience them as the best om ~the most insightful RQroe~ and imaginative projecting 

fr _ fl I womenwho can you know tit's like the whole Jungi an bull it about Onamous and 
~ lc.D Onama I mean I 4,Q~ 't ' s au eful concept .. . Onama is the an's experience of worw,~ ..... h" 

and for example~Tolst y writes arenina he is writing ab tan Onama but when Nd~~ 
writes about Ampur ad Psychie is not writing about woman he is writing about 
·s experience of w men ... in fac it's what Kl Jung cal s the Onama they haven't got 

but ey say you k ow females don t have any spirit yo know that8s what I mea9 ,iLbout 
bullsh but it's useful concept to think that ye n write very good novels~~ 
writ(en b women 1th men protagonis s ... men are so illing to jump in and scorn 

ell that's not what a an's like Y, know? 

OH! ARE WE WHO THOSE CHARACTERS •.. 

tare we going to say about '.tJUi A Portrait of a Lady or Anna Karinena? well they 
eem at first glance what women are like and you read them as an adolescent and it 

c anges your whole life because ~ou begin to think oh that's what a woamn is like 
d I will act like that when in fact when you get very critiaal about those works 

you begin t o see that' there's ways 

NO Wmxffll WOMAN IS LIKE ANNA REALLY 

involve female experie are not 
r touches the household things whi 

• he's just had the 
oises of the children playing 

a would n that .•. 
that moment that is what you hear and~o~ ear those sou u and 

at taht mo • d that's 
experiBence no ma 

name in the book ••. stilla man could have written abo 
Karenina i 
bu inally it's a~ male image and I think women hev~ to allow themselves to 
do the sa • • • w where Osic~~st>we don't write as women 
we don ' t have. to write about only women's experinces anything you write of course as 
a woman is gong to be a woaan writing 

I DON ' T THINK SHE WEJ:L SHE DOES TALK ABOUT THAT SHE SAYS I AM FREE I N MY IMAGINATION 
AND THAT'S THE ONLY PLACE I'M FREE AND I'M NOT FREE IN REALirY BUT IN MY IMAGINATION 

I CAN BE WHOEVER I WANT TO BE AND THAT' S THE EXr ENT TO WHICH SHE TA:I:,KS l,BOUT 
_, ....... 

':)('-0 --

You~~ntitled to that extent I agree but we should feel entitled to write about what
ever w; want for example there is a part of me which I experience as~male part he appea~ 
in my dreams he's a boy he's a man ... and it is clearly a part of me that is operating 
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ould 
write oems the will not ho 

eel ready but I will 
writing about men 

be a woman about woman ' s ima~e of 
~ 

is 

ON A CO E 
IDF Y®M WE DO IN FACT S&;REmATE OURSELVES 

THEN WE WILL BE PU ;TING OURSELVES INro rHE SAME S'EEREOTYPES THAT HA VE ALWAYS BEEN 
MADE FOR us THAT WE WERE ONLY ALLOWED TO WRirE ABOUr CERTAIN SUBJECTS THAT WERE FEMALE 
WE DON ' T WANT THAT1 WE WANf MOBILITY WE WANT TO BE ABLE TO WRITE ABOUT~ 
WHATEVER WE WANT TO WRITE ABOtrr 

No man could have written a Jane Aust en nove~ nd the:ro a:re novels that no woman 
~ould have written Moby Dick 

~ 
matter >w--~~11 , in ... now in the future women go out as sailors on 

vessels they will be writing about the experiences that you have on vessels other
wise what you ' re wri ting is fantasy and that ' s ok wri te a fantasy but I mean I think 

f ~ shoul d be able to W3':"ti-t write about anything we want but I think that to write 
about our own experience as women we shouldn ' t be told not to do that and I don't 
think that's sterotyping for example if a woman writes about a female experience as 
she experiences it in this moment in history when we are segregated that ' s an authenti 
work of art and it will not be the same as the sterotype cause there wi l l be all kinds 
of subtle ditferences it ' ll be the poetry of the writing or the actual detail . • and 
· f ou thi nk of a ro ·ection o uart • will write 

tin the was i n which men matter to us not in the ways they matter 
to each other as they have aleijys written • .. s t op for a few minutes cause there's 
something I wa to think about 

FI NALLY HE' S 

Yeah confessional 

YEAH WELL I JOLDN ' 
WOULD BE AN INT ER• 

Ok 

THEY CALL CONFESSIONAL 

WAY • • • WELL PROBABLY FOR orHER REASONS •• , WHICH 

~ 
WHAT IS ~ IN THE FEM AGINATION THAT 

MAKES us THINK rHAT WE HAVE A DEFINITE AESTHEI'IC A1m OUR CONTENT rs DIFFEREN 
• AND y OU ST ART ED ON THIS IN THAT F'IRS I' PAPER l'HAr I s WHY I THINK THAT PAPER rs 
ESTING 

,going to the concept and more hig y of 

OK VERY DEI'A LED NOTES ON fHAT PAPER GO ON 
WHIL 

QUESTIONS 

Ok why don't you write }hem • .. We wewe tal king about a female aesthetic and it's 
precisely m}! argumentXXKXX,< with Osic whan she~i tes -htn,,..__ -1-ful._ /\.U..K_ ~ 
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b .r • I'\, b f'C,:"-'j a also it has a great deal to do with the left ~ and the right mrtg , f you 
understand the right brain has in most cases no or very little language and yet 
it wants to communicate to us it does in many ways , youcan superimpose notions of 
the u~conscious and all kinds of things on it because it doesn ' t speak an4~ou realise 

----,t;.-i:h~~ ']Jl writing poetry much of the inspiration for the poetry the source&'8e enrichmen 
the f~ field from which it comes is the right brain which already(:) un~nscious or 

= 

a mixture of them whatever that may be so it gets ~ crossed ovee and it gets 
into your lsft brain and it becomes language but it ' s a di~ferent kind of language . 
it ' s as I said spatial it ' s not really your concept of time is circular and It's 
not rational and it_qas fragments in it of all kinds of things that have happened 
to you in your life. ~he images j nd so on and still it is under the control of the left 
brain hecause it is a language , t ' s not like painting which you do with your hand 
then I think you realise that i we are really in touch V!lith that source of inspiratio 
which I think is clearly m~~ !Wl. poetry t ~ the poetry is more that than 
prose is then I think we w¥rb)find out.,fnuch more who we are) whether we are ~ or 
women we will have ]1lOJ::&'if:,ccess to a more authentic picture of ourselve& a-ad..j_f you 
realise that in children \there is an accident the left brain is damaged the child 
can learn language but in adults if there is an a ccident the amount of language that 
the right brain~ learn is very limited ... none at all you Tealise that really this 
dominance of the righ0and left brain is subject to conditioning and I ' ve just been 

f" reading t~ thaE very very clearly stated in this book called The Origin of 
Consciousness-done 'e:,r Ca.RQRimino(?) and he reinforces the whol e notion that the domin
ance the whole question of the dominaJce of one brain over the other or one side over 
cerebr al s i de of the other is con~itioned probably in childhood or it can be conditione 
and probably is in all of us and, l;µvili zationefr::=•il now require~ great dominance 
~ the left brai n but this has been much more t in boys than in girls ok so 
our experiences from the very earliest times are different ,fven in the conditions as 
to whi ch brain is more dominant and whether women are more intuitive or not I think 
has to do with perhaps a greater connection wi t h the right brain or greater equality 

lhe definition o:[jt-he function of the r i ght and left brain is oftem called by
1 

men 
fiel d ,ftependence~ he left btairswhich can focus is called field independence rthe right 
brain which doesn ' t focus but¥lhich is diffuse which you would expect to be called 

s:;:::, Mutole~(?)~lle~ fie l d dependent ; n other words the left brain is called field 
dependen~. • ~nu are _an ecolo~i~t .and/or a_f~minis •• • YOH- ~9~q ~~tde~.t.~~~9.-QS£..,,4 

.---a,e.-J11;\Lix.ieru~~krren-A:rrn:tr.m-cmd--:irt--t-s-l.'l-e3:~Fi1~:al:~M::~ an~ th"re- tBe- rig'h"t m\n 
is field relevant and the left brain is field irrelevant but right now in t he history 
o~ lization and the whole world civilization the problem of field ireele~ance is 
the greatest problem that we have it is that that allows us to have over population 
and atom bombs and all that kind of thing because we just abstract one item alone 
and focus on that which is abstract study whico is no interconnections the opposite 
of ecology . . . and that is why it is important for women it ' s important foe everyb(?9y 
to tell Osic to shut up ! and let women write out of our own exper ience which is"~<freld 
relevant maybe and find out what our o~ ~ "xperiencei is in order to add it to the cultuJ 
and not spend so much timetrying to <h>t s'omething tha t we ' re not and of ~ourse be 
fpe~ to use our imaginat ion in aJ wa:~ want because if we really allow our imaginatior 
~ , reign thatas women not as what ~ culture says we ought to be find out what we 
reall y feel what we real ly think it's not onl y good for women but it ' s good ~be for 
the whole world as a matter of fact I think it may be the only hope for 1:IDi whole 
world aow as f ar as the separate female aesthetic is concerned;lf you as sume that the 
very language of criticism is male it has been since women have only been allowed into 
print into the wider wor ld you know on sumpference(?) , hose women through histoty 
those women who didn ' thave a babJl e~ery year and die young or who didn ' t immesh them
selves in the home and dmmesticity and tried to get into a more left brain a more in
tellectual p~litical world were allowed in on sumpfer ence(?) and it reminds me of when 
I was a girland I went UX to an Episcopalean boarding school which was a superb 

Lcarlecato1y(~ boaeding school they sai~ you know it ' s fine if you want your Jewish 
daughter to come to our school we ' ll be glad to let her but she has to go to church 
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on Sunday ad that's if you only go to church on Sunday she can come but that ' s one of 
the requirements and there are no synogogees in native Massachusetts so she '11 have 
to go to church . .. so I went and I went to church and learned to think like a Christian 
but in fact th~t •t the only waY.. i _could go to such a school that's the only way women 
have ever been let into t he ~ culture which has been patriarchal you have to l ear1 
to think like a man in fact this is a line I'm very proud of and I don't know whether 
I ' ll get it into a poem or not it ' s pulled from Yeats it ' s Did she put on K~f his know
ledge with his powerK and in fact we do put on their knowledge with their power when 
we marry men when we live with a man when we enter the world of male power we take on 
that way of thinking and I think that in order to understand this some study of the 
language of criticism is useful for example these are words of praise strong sinew; 
lean tough like he writes with really tough prose right? . .• spare firm . . . dry 

MINIMUM 

minimal those are all 

ECONOMIC 

Thoee are all words of words of critical praise Now think about a man ' s body in a 
woman(?) and think of these words ~ damp padded soft and you know the future is 
think about limp . •. 

OH GOD! 

You begin to realize how nobody writes from the neck up ••. and we have been forced to 
have as aesthetic criteria the definitions of the male body and the definitions of out 
own bodies from which we write are the wo-rds which are unacceptable as aesthetic 
criteria in the patriarchy 

THAT ' S WONDERFUL THAT ' S AN INSIGHT IF I EVER HEARD ONE 

Yeah it ' s m·ne 

THAT'S AMA NG I Li~ WE ASSUME rHAT THAI' ' S WHAf ' S GOING ON THAT THEY'RE WRITING 
OF THEIR ~Egtl~"lUT THEN Ir 'S THAT PHYSICAL IN FACT AN~OBVIOUS I MEAN WE KNOW 
rHAT WORD PHALLI 

ok now we get hack to Ellen ~oers and why she ' s one mf my heroes ok because there are 
pl aces whe~e I think she really gets beyond any of the feminist criticism and I said 
in my review I don ' t evep think she realises how far out and wonderful she was that 

chapter on the female lani cape in which she talks about the landscapes that certain 
writers write about like the African landscapes of I forget who I think of Lessing 
but I don ' t think she was talkirjg about Lessing 

ISAK DINESEN ~ 

Yeah Dinesen and then sh(e talks about Cather ' s landscapes and what she's talking about 
is that there is they are irregular and later IX on I will quote ~ou a definition of 
how she describes those from an article by Sandra Gilbert but leave that and remind 
me to get it and read it to you be~ause it ' s better than:;ny summary I could give of 
t hat p~rticular quality of landscape which Moers def i nes rilliantly as how a girl 
child experiences her own body not ~ a man experience\ mean not.-Ja *~IX woman's 
sexual body I mean when you masturba~e how do you experience your own vulva and what 
i t feels like to you and what it looks like t o you andit does not look like a scabbart 
and it does not look like a cave . .. and I didn ' tknow until I was 12 that I had a vagina 
. . • I didn ' t know what it was . .. and I think this may be true of a lot of little girls 
I knew perfectly well what the external genitalia were like and I looked at them I 
felt them I masturbated there and so on ..• and men write much of male landscape much 
of male literature is based on their masturbatory experience of their own bodies 
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when which i 

their bodies are fo ed and that 
when their deep st unconscious attitudes toeards 

ncept permeat s male art Mary said .. . couldn't 
learn the lang for phallic she 
you know H:ll y don't I just call 

it is no longer sexual 
hetic concept and there 

id there w r e no amx as I put in my article 
i tje arti le because I can'tremember the Name(?) 
ph -lie do sn't just mean a pe~~e~~ ~ 
is ne f the female body. . . at s 

~ -;.. 

AND THAT'S WHY WE ~ ~ TROUBLE FI GU] INGC>'uHAT THIS A,ES I'HEI'IC CRITERI A 
IS 

And we don ' t know and I think that ' s why we have to be 
disa~ee with Robin Moj,~~

1

sO s~rongly in that article 
wrote i=r:GlolPi·stmas (A,\ vvv70i\.-l ls 

OH YES WASN'T THAT GOOD? THE MUSIC 

s0 --di1CCG1.~) that's why I 
that delightful play she 

But she was talking about finally we should have s tandards she never you know she 
started ~alking about men writers and she started admitting to the fact taht all the 
standards ee have are male and I am adding to the fact that they are not only culturally 
male but there are physically male and we really don ' t know khere to go f or our 
standards 

\).,H.,..L

WASN ' T SHE CRYING FOR HER tta:M:fil4-'.2) ? 

She UKXKiKXJIKU~XHI simply stopped admiring everything that women write and statted 
re4uiring standards(?) and I t hink it's time also to be mor e critical but the way in 
whioh we c:in be critical of women's writing I think are these when a woman first 
writes about menstruation the whole world has to be excited wow! you know? you who! 
what a thing to write about? and anybody who wrote about menstruation was an artist 
for a while you know? Noe there are c ert~in subjects which have become just as cliche 
and boring when written about by women jMKKX~ as certain subjects hMe been writ ten 
about by men you know in time now I think that it's very important for us to say ok 
you can wrmte about a 11 you want but it ' s bo~~~g it's not going to interest anybody 

/ else ••• and ~ou really ought to read Mor eead«'fiw're about what women write in order to 
see what ' s cliche and go\>n and write something more out of your own &Xperience origin
ally which is what we say ,when we tell young art students to go to museu~ms so that 
you don't paint a Cezanne~over again or whatever it is and I think we have t o set up 
that is where I think our standards should lie not on the inherited standards which 

have .l!l_et ~ given to us by men as to what is .. , ok now I have another ihing to get to 
~tffi'ow~e-subject /onject now it is possible that even the term aesthetic distance 
is male if you imagihe that all of us men and women have mot hers and are born from 
mothers . . • and spend nine months in o~mothers bodies and the first days of our 
lives against our mother ' s bodies anct.5Yt h\ ng for a long time t hat babies don ' t know 
t he difference between themselves and their mothers and that's one of the primary 
learning experiences is to differentiate be\reen our mothers and ourselves then you 
have to imagine that for women the relatio~etween self and other K is never going to 
be the same as it is for men that is to say a man's job is life is to learn to distin
guish between himself and his mother f ully then he fucks her when he grows up add 
that is a real relationship with the other .. . but it is back again to the first primary 
Mf&XI~ sexual erotic presexual er otic realtionship with the environment that he has 
ok now a woman when she grows up and arrives a t what Freed callsmaturity we have to 
give up taht original relat ionship nd have a relat ionship with the other that is trul l y 
other . .. ok neverthemess she is still will o:ive physical respomses I don't think you 
c~~~~Jkj-qose can be erased which involve identification withthe mot her and that 

"""% ' as far as KKiIK~ I would like to go not having organizations with the 
father 

WOULD YOU LI~ TO STOP? 
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So then i f you say a woman a mature woman is heterosexual is going to reaate to the 
environmmeat with a ki nd of an identification that no man will ever have he does not 
think of his mother as himself after the very first d~ys of his life yes there is 
a certain identifi cati on with the environment that we all have cause we ' re part of 
our mothers ... but boys learn to separate themselves fromtheir mothers and they don ' t 
gp back to them l ittle girl s can always look at their mothers their primary envfuron
ment as soon as they know they are girl s they will identify wi th their mothers they 
never btally separate f ~om them I imagine that therefore notions pf objectivity and 
subjectivity are di~erent bmol ogi ~ally in men and in women most particularly in 
heterosexual women but not not necessaril y not entirel y ... even in lesbians there i s 
a different realtionship between the envi rnment aad they!9:1: perhaps identify even 
more with the envirmnment than heterosexual women who I~~~)a relationship with 
otherness which is an extremeas to have lovers among men .• . now I think this will "fler
tainl y involve not only ecology but also art notions of subject/object realtionships 
in art I think inevitabl y are going to be different in the female aesthetic that is 
trully free and authentic than there will be in ~ men we don't know but maybe the 
notions of aestheticK distance has t~UX simpl y got to be modified as we are talking 
about authentic female art now what we are really saying is very radical and~ 
dangerous cause what we are really doing is redefimng art .. . and7.tmaybe that what 
we are going to call art is never going tobe called art by theworld as we experience 
it it may have to be called something else we may not simpl y be able to call it art 
because the men are going to say it ' s not art and we al~~I~XKi may even w1nt to 
find another term tor it or maybe we ' re going to redefine all art to include a differ-

rel ationship ~etween subject and art much of men ' s art has been an effort to 
define subjectii and object Steven's often you know all those men 

WHAT I THINK IS SO.WONDERFUL THAT WE'RE TOUCHING ON SI WAS READING YOU KNOW HAROLD 
ROSENBERG? fu A,ti-J-W rc 
No 

IT ' S A BOOK THAT' $ A LITTLE Bir DATED CALLB:D T 
R6ENBURG WAS TALKING ABOUr WAS THE 50'8 and 6 
SOMEHOW EVEN BLEND SUBJECTfOBJEX::T IN 
NO OBJEX::T THER3: WAS NO ART OBJEX::T 

DEDEFINITION 00 ABT ANYWAY WHAT 
MOVEMENT TO GEI' AWAY FROM AND TO 
ART AND PERFORMANCE ART THERE WAS 

Rimt and this is not just women the 
l imited to just women 

I think the femismst movement is not 

IT'S A FEMINIZING MOVEMENT 

I think it ' s world wide and it may b evmlutionarily an~ effort to stop the catacalism 
ani it ' s a r mmantic movement and we ind it in the hippi~s where there was a kind of 
softening of the male role althoug the women's role was UXK~K~I worsened •. . but 
in general the whol e softenins eff rt of the hippie movement was like a last desperate 
gasp agaonst the mechanization 

STOP OBJECTIFYING AND STOP 

Right so we were talking a ut Rosenburg right? 

NO JUST rHAT I fHOUGHT IT AS INTER ES TIN THAT YOU SEE THIS AES .'HEI'IC I DON'T KNOW 
WHAT TO CALL IT ••• . AS MOVE TO SORT OF REDEFINE 011 COME TO TERMS WITH rHAT SEPAR* 
ATION AGAIN ANITTHER 3EP ATION SUBJECT/OBJECT 

It ' s different in men howevee because well like Johm 1,~1(?) I _:wst inscribed my 
book to him I sa id tat you for your eoco~gement in your theory &r« your poems becase 
• •• he wrote an art · cle a long time ago about what ~UJXIKX writing poetry is 
and I think I borr wed that Too(?) 
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the remember ing the mother 
LI OW\) I( 

-6QR UNLONELIESr TIMES 

Yeah you seP menare trying to get back to lationships wit~ the~r mo~hers w~ich is 
not the same as female which i s identifi tion, you see men identify with their mothers 
maybe if they ' re in the womb and after or a whi~e but I _maan the consc~ous ide~tif ica
tion that women have with their moth s she is like the ideal woman I will be like her 
when I grow up and so on is I think a KijKK~I~M~XXK~K~ constant defin~tion • •• what we 
don ' t know are where are and I w s arguing this with Rachel abut this ate where are 
the x and they genes and all t s what about the hormones what about the bathing of 
the baby is testosterone and on up until now I h~ve s~t.of been an a~at?ur from the 
feminist ' s point of view st ent of primatology fK in the interest of findmng out 
about whaa women really a and in the past they re come down really hatd on women 
it 's very clear think a ut hoEmones there ' s no quest ion about it_there is a masculine 
izing influence in the ormones that men get and that changes their nature th~y are 
more a ~p;ressive and on and originally I wish I couldc;~~~~ber where and I Just 
got a track of sta in(? ! ) one of the art icles .i.nBciwt=f!aw Magazine which is an 
intellectual femi st journal originally because of the influence on women whene they 
aad scolarly lllfUlI left brain patriarcahal type arti[tf~.~ omen ansd men on 
subjecys of icle revisions that are in new books from~int of view and so 
I think it ay have been in there apparently when they start looking for different 

rently there are even somearticles some studies some news relaeses which 
us to believe that women e not as definitive 

YOU M THAT TESTOSTERONE JUST EVERYrHING 

Wel l it ' ll make I don' t kno I ' m just questioning the sea of information you know 
it could be I think fore ple the infleence of the mind on the body is so powerful 
my guess is that what ho ones to send out may come from the brain to ensure that 
happens ~ 

IN FACT AGGRESSION AY BE MORE THAN JUST ,ltM.!~1~1¥.T!J;!-titW.~~:g:i;:;1gh,,EE A'lTIVATION OF TESTOSTERONE 
AGGRESSI ON SENDI MESSAGES TO THE PITUATARY GLAND AND SENDING THE MESSAGES TO 
THE TESTOSTERO 

t o be held to this 

NO IT ' S JUST A THEB~ , RIGHT? 

This is my theory as to what nan article I haven ' t read the 
references to .... the footnotes and so o in t ee article imply that we are having 
a new look at this and that are new poesi ilities besides the old ones as to the 
influence of hormones on maleness and t x and y genes and so on may not be at all . • . 
and there is another question no what out the gene which aays you can be a mother? 
Men don't have it does it in fact mak certain nurtuting identification and subject/ 
object realtionships possible in wo n which are impossible in men? although they 
may be learned or not learned •.. I stalking with a frend of min~9;~9as an adopted 
child and she ' s a college profess r in her thirties and she is ~t~the ways in 
which mothering can be a learne relationship and it may not be biological as Rich 
says in her book I said to her have many questions about that because we don ' t know 
who can learn it that maybe o y women can learn it that maybe men can learn it but 
m~ybe it ' s more brain domina ed than we know and that the ho:emone may not be necessary 
ot the gene or youknow th · is so unknown! It is so unknowable the present conditions 
of human cul ture ... that almost t hink it's you can specualte on it ... you can write 

a whole book such as Ric ' s which sort of assumes that men cannot do it •.. but she 
may not be right howev r I ' m not going to attack her and say she ' s wrong • . . I think 
It8s a waste of time aFgue about it but I do not think it ' s a waste of time to 
write as subjectivel as we can as m",- women as possible and it ' s a pain(?) and 
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I think art is the place we have to find it I think also science also anthropology 
and the chemistry of newborns you know we ' ll find it all those places but I~k 

women artists simply to be as authentic as we can to find 
out we can what each in 1 vi ua one us inc ing ~n hia sic 

r to avmid sterotypes and in order to find out as 
much a.s we can abmit the truth his involves e possi 1 1 y o sepa a e female 
aesthetic, I don ' t want to come out and say if the culture changed you m ght I don ' t 
know we might have a better imagination im of a male body I don ' t know suspect 
that if that basically certain aesthetic forms will be female and certain ones male 
because our bodies are so different as I would like to allow that without considering 
that here we are putting ourselves in a ghetto again it's not a ghetto if it isn't 
limited I have one more point on this subje~~!.!~at has to do with questions of 
what are known as female and male space, and ~~ on them ok? ••. turn the machine 
off because this I have to ... this is an article by a mam in Signs magazine on 
women and witches and he addressed himself to only court recmrds to study the whole 
witchcraft thing and he disco~erod that something lkie 80% of the acusers in the 
witchcraft trials wer~ I may be i ' m not sure 

ACCUSERS? 

I'm not sure about the percentage I'll look that maybe later if you remind me 
but the majority of the accusers were women not en they were usually women who 
M}t}6~fllMX experienced themselves as~ posse sed and then they would point tot he 
witches and say she did it the so called witc es and then they would turn to daddy 
and say punish her ... ok now I8m going t o rea you alit t le bit about that here ' s how 
it goes "There are in my view other fields o study whose implications need t o be 
ass~milated into the study of witchdraft e witchcraft is KMBKM+J predominantly 
found in what the folklorists Lucinanne ,__,,.~ call~s feminine space the nature of 
that sijllace needs to be understood ••. (tape ds here) • .• Luis Leval calls folk domestic 
authority(?) and we both refer to those spects of existence which have belonged 

to primarily or exclesively to women as com red with the quote masculine space or 
quote public authmrity from which they tat is the women are more or less excluded 
that is uemen ae arr~ that spaceXI UII~! includes the responsibilities for 
child rearing and for cooking but also as Rosaldo puts it the quote grubby ans 
dangerous stuff of social existence iving bitth and mourming of death disposing of 

feces and the like that 's it unquote nd I can tell you later the references the 
f ootnotes to these two workw_..~out omen three anthropologmsts have recently developed 
the notion still further Ra-flfflh.ttid , Susan Rj~MX Haeding and Susan Carol Rogers 
diffe~ as to the precise maker of emale space they agree that whatever power women 
~ ~is confined to it sinee e space whatever power women exercise is confined 
to it since the space centers o the home women's power is based on personal relation
ships formed outside the hierar hies of village authoity and since women ' s stauus is 
bound up with the men who shar their domestic space fathers brothers husbands sons 
the single or widowed female o is usually the witch you see has an especially 
tenuous role within society the world in which men make the rules female sexuality 
creates a perpetual dilemma s the vessels of the biological mysteries of menstruation 
and lactation as creatures f sexaal passion women are mistrus\ed but as mothers 
women are the nurturers an the preseYvers of society ok now Im going to skip to 
the end there is another ace where he says something about pos session want to 
tuen it off? oes on to say that most of the women who were quote possessed 
their actual behavior s behavior forbidden to women sexual wildness noisiness 

ribald wild dancing ext eme behavior outside of t he limits of the behavior which was 
allowed to wmen and th t the women would then defend t hemselves by sayimtf that t hey 
were possessed and thy would accuse the women who were marginal who had Jno men to 
pr otect them older w en and sin~le wome widows and so forth as having cast a spell 
on them and then t h would t urn to the patriarchy ouside the females place with the 

W real power and say punish them they caused me to behave this way and that would 
allow them to beh vein these ways which we can see ~ost clearly in the IUXX 

- 4Jccanta.s~?) ••• and the dilusion rituals ... thos e wmmen were their behavior was being 
sanctioned by tK ~ij!M possession by the ~ods ••. and so on so I think that this 
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enclosed space this female space creates 1ou know the compression of any enclosed 
space which is explosive and I think when that explodes it expmddes into extremes 
such as w'1at they call t ae melodrama everything is in bl~ck and white everything is 
the ~ood ~uys and the '!lad guys melodrama which ~ looW-lf.iown in as an art form 

.rJ.. because of it's extremeness ~r in fact ~}__J~is tmme in the history of cul ture be 
~• V a legitimate and 4uthentiJ ~ ¥t'torm now ~~iner in an article in ~ ellus 

atout her somebody it was Adrienne Rich or someone • • \ 

I SAW I'HAT 

Yeah which is one of the best articles Ithink I ' ve read in years on female art 
she appreantly Rainer is using melodrama as considering it an important llllllXXH 
legitimate art form slie~ UXQXll takes it into the avante garde and breaks it up 
and makes us f ocus on it and see it not just simplistically ~ enteri~ and r eally 
look at it tut as an art form t which is really female . . • now I #ink we have to thiru 
a lot about that about about this alterati on between the good and the bad which is 
the explosiveness of the confi ned space in which women have been forced to1 eopt 

\'--Y\O logically socially . lM, 

SO YOU'Rc SAYING THAT THAT\}ORM~ '\ESULT OF ~ REAL REPRESSED ~s 

Yeah t he melodrama may in fact be be for women and authenticXKii and quote good 
art form whereas in the larger culture where this kind of lJXpmosiveness is not 
necessary it's fake it's simply not true and for women it may be true that is to 
say authentic 

B~AUSE WHEN II' WAS ORIGINAM,Y CONCIEVED AND POPUL!R IT WAS IN FACT A PRODUCT OF 
VICTORIAN REPRESSION AND IT WAS VALID IN THOSE DAYS 

f So I think these are three areas I think I ' ve talked about three areas subject/ 
object and the male body and melodrama which you might imagine that the female 
aesthetic if it was authenic might be different from the male and these are just 
three that I've thought of there are I imagi e many many others and it is the job 
of feminist artists and feminist critics I ink one of the exciting jobs for us 
is to investigate things KUKKK~ freely wi hout reCO\JISe to what the men,..a.re going 
to say something t hat I really liked some feminist f¼an~ t hat:t-~Jr\"l'Rel l esbians 
which is delightful is that they talk ab t the men the boys in which the same way 
that men call women the girls I love t t ... so we don ' t have to really worry 
about what the boys are saying about f ale art we really have to l isten to each 
other therefore I think it ' s important took to get back to our problems to where we' 
re going toXXIIU publish and so on o try as mach as we can to create spaces 
for ourselves where we don ' t have t y any attention to men and that really ••. 
you don ' t have to wotty about bein famous although it ' s hard not to want to be 

among the men but to try to get mous among women and to be satisfied with that 
as maybe being more important to us as artists than the other ot at least as import
ant or at least to allow ourse ves to think of that as a possibility and to wonder 
whether we can ' t be more and r cher feminists publishing outlets and so on .. . raither 
than fewer . . . we have to may turn to h[!,er9se~k ones who access to maore monky 
and sort of make clear tot m that ~ need ~ money for publishing as well 
as the women ' s political a ociations and so on I think ~hat without a female aestheti 
c which is a form of fema e feligion which is what really matters which is what we've 
been talking about we fi d a r eal st.l._q~~,hol4 _pf the male oppositi on to feminism 
and female too we ' ve g to have ~ bin..~emale art and that's going to take 
money and we ' re proba i going to have to get a lot of it from the women who have 
access to • ) v,A.t, ~ 
I WANI' 1'0 TALK ro YOU MORE ABOUr THAT LATER FURrHER 

Yeah well that ' s m~ female aesthet ic 
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OK SOME OF THE rHINGS WE' VE BEEN TALKI NG ABOUr , I' M JUST GOlN& ro JOT DOWN ONE 
WAS THAT IN FACT MAEc.AESTHEl'IC CRITERIA THAT WHOLE PHENOMENON IS BREAKING DOWN 
AND THAT IT SE""J-1ED ro ME THAT FEMINISM IS INJEX! rING S0El'HING INTO AESTHETICS THAT WASN' 
T THERE AS YOU SAID •.. AND THAT MEN ARE IN FACT THREATENED BY THE FEMALE AESTHEl'IC 
AND SO THE PREl'ENSE OR THEIR PART WAS TO IGNORE WHEN IN FAC'f THEY WERE THREATENED 

AND THAT A CONTR BUTION RATHE THAN TAKING AW I DON'T KNOW IT'S 
THERE' S PROBAB1Y NOTHING FO~ 88 ro COMMENT ON THAT B FELr THIS SENSE OF HOPE 
IN FACT THAT MY NEED FOR CREATI NG A UNIVERSE SOME KIND OF UNIVERSAL FEELING AMONG 
ARTISTS AND Nar BEING SEPARATIST I SUDDENLY SAW A Wt AY IN THAT I WAS IN FA8r CONT~IBU* 
TING TO A GREATER ~ESTHETIC AT fHE SAME TI ME I WAS THINKING THAT I WAS THINKING THIS 
MAY THE TIME I N HISTORY FOR VARIOUS AESTHETC TO BE OPERArING --.. 

GURUS WE ' RE LETTING IN THIRD WORLD CULTURE iLACK CULTU3E LATIN CULTURE EASTERN EURO* 
PEAN CULTURE WE'RE ALL INTO THE WHOLE ETHNIC THING YOU KNOW we 'rereally trying to 

BNOUGH Tar AL ISM IT OCCURED TO ME MAY BE PEELH~ ~ 

Wow field relevant like the whole field 
-

BEX!AUSE OF WHAT WE SAID. . . THIS MAY Nar BE THE TAPE OUH arHERS EARS OR ANYTHING fHI s 
IS OUR CONVERSATION 

,JJ J Cuse you brought ot up and it started jelling 
~ 

Yeah because the single strand you know Mark talked to me about the single strand ~ 
which is often that an artist can be totalistic in everything else but in his art~.J-
the single strand ~ 1;;. 

THAT'S WHAT A SERIOUS ARTIST I DS DEFINED AS HOW A GOOD! HOLD HE HAS ON HIS SINGLE 
STRAND A 

Right and pluralism I don't like part of my language when I said we are allowin~ they 
/ are pushing and demanding and when I say they that means the Third World and blacks 

and so on and then I meant to say we because I'm referring t o women We are not necess
arily finally what we want as women is not to be allowed in but to be 

PARf OF 

but to we want to capture not be allowed in we want to take over so that our 
aesthetic is not entered as a position of weakeess • .. that is going to take a tremen-
dous amount of individualiam w have t as luralistic as feminists~ 
ex ect the world to be pluralistic in this culture lllA,~Acu. malaise ... ans I think 

the only bape we have l eft 

I AGREE 

m and feminis plurali the 're 

which is sort of a remarRablJ grandio statement but 
I' 

FOR TWO WOMEN"'1IN BAN FRANCISCO TO E MAKING 

Well if this is going to be corded on tape I want my comments that I realise how 
grandiose i t sounds but f i lly ymu know if you really are serious if ¥OU think that 
you ' re into anything th you think is true you ' re trivialising if you don ' t allow 
yourself a certain gr: diosity 

OH YEAH HOW ELSE AN YOU MAKE THAT MEANHGFUL Sl'ATEMENT YOU KNOW 
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I'l' I s ALRIGHI' rr I s OK ALSO JUST ANOTHER COMMENTON Ir JUST BEX!AUSE WE I BE HAVING A 
DIALOGBE AND IT'S NOI' JUST AN INTE~VIEW CAUSE SO MUCH OF WHAI' YOU SAID I REALLY DO 
WANT TO COMMENT ON AND WON ' r NOW BUI' WILL LATErl WHEN WE J ST TALK SOMETHING ABOUI' 
OH GEITING BACK TO THE WHOLE SENSE OF ECOLOGY AND THE DE ENDENR VERSES THE INDEPEND
ENT FIELD WHICH IS WONDERFUL I LIME THAl' KIND OF ANALYS s OF Ir BUT BERHAPSWHAT 
WE CONSIDER n ro BE FEMALE DEPEND_MCY ~ MIGHI' SOMErH NG ELSE IT MIGHI' BE THAT SENSE 
OF BELONGING AND THAT THINGS HAV~'.?e'.A'Ir 'IN _AN_ORDER OONGS 

..vh~"t:.AY ~ 

It8s an interesting idea I have to think about it I know my emmediate reaction my 
emottional reaction i s not the same thing that emale depency is unequal and 
ecology I think is dependency among equals(?) 

YES 

G~ WEll as we know it female dependency is uneq~al as we know it and as we think of it 
as we think of it what we think of as female ependency involves a higher and a 
lower 

YES BUT I WAS THINKING ABOUT SOMETHING MORE I fHE LINES OF 

you were thinking more of relevancy field r levancy 

YES TEHE DEPENDENCY TRANSLATED AS INTERDEP 

that8s good 
that women ' 
• • • :tt-!-s not that we~~feeim 
think we have to work Ii 

That ' s good dependency as interdepend ncy I mean I think we have to work hard tomake 
it that women ' s relationship to the triarchal world I don ' t think is often interde
pendency I tell you what i t ' s not ±-k~~e..Yecognizedenug.J..s one with equal power 
but l ike take away all the women in the world who are bl acks(?) of vourse not if 
they do cloning .... 

I GUESS IN FACT WE ' RE COMINGTO TH POINT vffiERE CONTENT IS IN FACT MEANINGFUL BEX!AUSE 
IT ' S BEEN BOTI'LED UP FOR SO LO:K~ LONG 

/ 

I wKXKX want to read somthing e e from Priscellus ... 1hat quote from Dotra Ma about 
women and power that for women ophistication (?) reforms have always belonged to 
power and that women inpower i a is an obstruction of power 

I THINK THAT ' S ABSURD WHEN YO THINK A 30UT IT ACTUALLY BUT I DON ' T KNOW IF rr •s 
nELEV ANT OR NOT I DON ' T KNOW WHAT THE AEST~~IC CRITERIA FOR HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH 
WOMEN ' S~ . . WORK FORfMA\L$STICALLY? 

okthat ' s a hard question 

LEI' ME TELL YOU WHY I ' M A ING THAT QUESTION VERY VERY BRIEFLY AND THAT IS I HAVE 
BEEN CANCELING(?) CULTURA CRHICISM I DON ' T CRITICISE WHEN I WRITE ABOUT WOMEN'S 
WOillC I DON ' T WRITE ABO WOMEN ' S WORK WORK THAT DOESN ' T APPEAL TO ME I DO NOT SIT 
AROUND AND BADMOUTH IT B AUSE I DONOT BELIEVE IN THAT WAY OF CRITICISING I DON ' T 
HAVE THE TIME FOR IT B I HAVE BEEN ACCUSED OF MAKING SOCHlLOGICAL/iULTURAL STATE-
MENTS RATHER THAN LIT ARY ONES IN REFE1ENCE 'PO it-N fl::Ji'ERENCE TO AND THIS IS NOT FOR 
THE TAPE KATHEE ' S OME OTHER PEOPLE AND MY OWN REJOINDER WAS I CANNOT 
DEAL WITH THE m m;:~4i~~~s OF l'HEIR WO.aK MOST OF THE i'IME I CAN DEAL WITH 
THE FEMALE POOLEMS MALE WORK BECAUSE I WAS TAUGHI' TO DO fHAT I N SCHOOL AND I WAS 
A EERY GOOD STUD.EN BUI' I DON'T WANT TO DEAL WITH IT iUGHI' NOW AND YEI' I DO BUT I 
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DON'T WANT TO DEAL WITH IT THE WAY I WAS r AUGHT r o DEAL WITH IT so THAT ' s THE REASON 
I'M ASKING YOU THE QUESTION 

Well I can answer that question only with speculation 

SURE THAT ' S ALRIGHT 

a was 
by d anti-climacti ••• I think we aan 
address ourselves to formal criticism by thinking of aesthetic distance in realtion~f 
ll between subject and object it's not so much content very often as it is a 

( formal position ... ' I think rhythm for example there have been a lot of questions 
about female forms .•• KiMill female may be longer ... longer everything for example 
I am going to give a very extreme example a man makes love and it's over a woman 
makes love and lasts 9XMIK~~JlllX months ... ok that kind of i f she is pregnant 
Mor whatever her conditionis that is the differnce between two kinds of sex 
heterosexual sex with coitus or other kinds of sex heterosexual love where you 
stimulate externally that's an extreme sexual statement but it 's one of the exagger
ated ones questions of padding should be @rought out softness roundness the 
question of using too many words you have to be very careful before you criticise 
feminism it may be that that is a female shape 

u~~s OPPOSED- TO(?) 

Oh it may be not even~?) it may be U~IiiHK repetition you knuw all sorts 
of things which seem t m us to be w~Wss I .,q~~r:i..__when Mark is flriticising my work 

VJ. . "'A~l}yi_ the work of women he says par par ~ vr-~r~, 1'ut where is there ~ 
~~xtra word? what defines extra may be differ ent ? 

PERHAPS r HE MALE EAR rs DIFFIB:!NT 

Or perhaps has been trained to be d i_f ferent ... and if you consider that the left 
brain experieces circul ar time and the left brain experiences linear t ime well that 
might make a lot of difference to women(?) because it's possible that more regular 
circular rhythms might not be as l~ or gemale art as they are for male art 
i t might be morefemale or le ink it is an that we should be curious about 

ther than critical I think we e 
( .•.... ?) beam.use for all reasons we have been aug hink 
happens to a lot of us and for that reason we should be curious I wonder if this is 
quote baa tast e or if it is in fact legitimate f emale taste and what in f act is 
the diTference? as melodrama is concerned with taste certain kinds of colors but 
the colors that Judy Chicago uses I thin.~ are offensive to lllK men but the way she 
uses pink and blue the way Georgia O'Keefe in a whole lot of thin:~n don't like 
what about that? as a femini~t ,~:e~r=cc~.4tliberat ely I made the of my book ~ 
pink there's a line that says ~~the xeek ' s; b.,.,hi.(:?) are all pink that 

.
0 

came you know that was one of those things that writes itself and I lest it and 
r decided I should add more color and..___J waned to make the cover of my book pink 
~ ou know it 's considered relevant .. )l the questions of vulgarity are very important 
~ and we should consider taht as a for m~~ criticism rather than a content the 
! cover of a book you call it pink may be a form of criticism you can transl hat qcJ.l 

into sha • • should not ;;ahead • • vJQ_ ffial'e 
form but when we fi ud some± bj ug t bail we like and men son ' t like which is often such 
as milfi~) patterms when we f ind something that we ffnd that we like and we feel 
that all of out tata.inin~~~d us not t o like what I'm reccommending is curiosity 
rather than relevant ~~o askQ)..o~selves over and over again the questions 
that arisefrom the descrepancy of what wF ,.should like and what we do like and to be 
very alert to that as possibltities where we might maybe experience a female form 
t 'l 
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THIS GErS BACK ro THE I3SUE THAr ,'1;, w~J;&EALING ,/ITH IN THAr FIRSf ARrICLE 
ABOUT WE' VE BEEN SO C!DNDirIONED Tn E ~WE ARE THAT WE DON ' T EVEN KNOW WHAT 
WE FEEL IL . L -... 

w~ '\'<>\). \ ~ ~ it{ ™M.t ~ ~~ 
r-ge:t ~a pi~ture of materni ty and the madonna K~:lf1i child add this is all you see 
i t ' s not like thatat all 

RIGHT AND WE CODLECT MORE IMPRESSIONS OF WHAT WE ' RE R~PONDING ro FOR INSTNACE 
THE COLOR OF YOUR BOOK IS BINK AND THE LAST BOOK THAT BONNY DID MARY MACKEES WITH 
Tli&J ~BOOK ORANGE WITH THE IUD ON THE TITLE PAGE I THOUGHT HOW WONDERFUL WHAT A 
woNDERFM™ALE ICON AND I wRarE ABOtrr rr AND r DIDN ' T HAVE THE coNFI MATION THAT 

~o~~S"?HAV':o:OIL1:~ ~~ i~ M~~
0
~r

0
~A~

0
~0:

0
~FI'~~~T~J~~I~Dc£~~I~ ~g~~ OF 

THE MEN WHO LOOKED AT IT KNEW AT ALL 

I dmdn ' t know beiira.use I had never seen one I had never used one 

YEAH I~ I HAD AN TMPRCSSION AND WAS THINKING THAT ' S A PI:ECE OF 
WORK DONE BY A WOMAN 

I went into a book store one day this was ery exciting and i ' m very interested in 
this too point of view of women ' s art a what to do about it I walked into a book 
stor e and there were exhibits of draw· g and things by some ~equ~ happens 
in a book store(?) and at the other nd of the room there was a male m~) I could 
see it from a distance and I got v, ry excited and I said to Mark you know I ~m 
convinced that that wasxs HIM painted by a woman that is a female semsibility 
of a naked man I bet you anything that no man cou d do that meanwhile sure 
enough it was done by a wo nte looked at it and Mar said in the first place the 
man is put together wron there was some discrepancY, in the way the scrotum on the 

1 penis was put together .. that any IDllX man would i tably recognise as he how it si' ffi{,l 
anatomicaa.l:\{ is 

WELL LEI' ME TELL YOU THOSE RUBENS HARDLY ANY OF, US LOOK LIKE rHOSE RUBENS :U!.© 
EITHER 

Yeah as a matter of fact I ' ve co me to love 

THINK OF IT AS TifE REVERSi!; THOUGH WE DON ' LOOK LIKE WHAT THEY rHOUGHl' WE LOOK LIKE 

Yeah I particul arly think the Michaela elo womenwith the breasts sort of stuck 
onto their bodies is a very male cone t actually I think a lot of women look 
like Rubens a lot of fat women do an what I sort of begin to like about Rubens 
a new discmvery of mine in Spain is summer that I walked in of all the paintings 

the Rubens were some of the ones liked t he most because the sort of joy of the flesh 
is the least woman hating the 1 st domineering the least phallic almost He knows 
women are large and fleshy an appy and not s l y and not coquettish and they ' re just 
joyously flesh and I begin t think that there are lasts of fat women and we have been 
trained in our Si,~t .ure to 1 ok sown on that when in gact that man was just enjoying 
like I like to~ook~-1;:t th naked body of a man and I don ' t think of it as it ' s not a 
put down it ' s joyous ans don{t think a woman would paint women lime that but on 
the other hand I ' 1•1 begi ning to think that bhere are a lot nicer than the ones we have 
been trained to look at men there ' s avery good article on that in a recent issue of 
Aet~nd the pijailic way the images of women are really from the eye of a man 
dominating ... there was something about the fact that women very seldom write abo~t 
male bodies or paint them women ' s love poems are usually very~istic t~ey have 

1 to do wivh how it feels to be loved .. . Ericai Jong and a lot of her stuff which was 
so much scorned in fact writes a lot about men ' s bodi es as men write about women ' s 
bodies and I think it ' s too bad but there ' s a lot of stuff in there that I_rea~l{ 
would like more women to write about how menis bodies look to them and I think its 
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- bec~lS.fLJ.!.._..fil!~.!.!:!:!!_~~h~a~v~eLl~~b...JL-ll~.a--men are sex objects to women the thing 
t hat is ourselves as sex objects is we are seen...Qll].y as sex objects 
. . . but of course when we are in sex we wa.nt to be seen M- sex objects if we are 
lesbians I think we want to be sex objects to them too I think to be a sex object is 
ok and there aren ' t enough paintings of men as sex objects when man say to me I 
really get annoyed oh but I love to be a sex object instead of a payroll .. . and 
I say yes but you don ' t want to be only a sex object! 

EXA : TLY II' ' S THAT ABSTRACTION AGAIN 

Right focussing that field irrelevancy ad I . think I really get tired of women ' s 
poems which are only narcissistic beca ewe do in fact 1 ies 
lecherously_ 

OH! MORE AND MORE TOO! 

Ind I ' m excited I8m beginning t KHIHMXXKKXHHMXXKIIlUUfl recognise that M~ 
in myself alot and I think fo years it was repressed we do research they wire 
people ' s genitals and they s e if there w&s a difference in the male/female response5 
to erotic tapes and there s no di ference at all the women responded to the 
crude sex stuff the same y the men did and not just to the romantic stuff which 
they felt the women woul feel the only diffit~~l~ras the women did not know 
when the instruments s wed that they were d~ ~?) they had been so conditioned 
not to know their own sexual turn ons that that was repressed and the machine could 
signal turn on and t e men of course would have an erection ... and you could see it 
we have been taught not to feel it so IKXIMHHMlXX i try and let myself feel it 

Ir GEI'S LOST SOMEHOW BECAUSE IT ' S 

I know , we8re trained not to know i so lately I've beea allowing myself ad I notice 
in all kinds of like the male equ· alent of the ~dumb blondeuI will see what I call 
young men with awful satin and ey block against thepath of their leg(?) and I'll 

be walking behind them and me who I wouldn ' t want to h~ve a single word with for 
reasons of class distinctio or intellectual interests or whatever which are trained 
into us and are in fact t nons and yet I expernence myself as physically turnes on 
a 5? year old woman loo · ng at this man and I get really turned on by the calf 
the purest sex object ·s that masculine calf and I would have never known that of 
men before 

I THINK T 1.AT GOES ON ALL THE r IME AND WE NEVER ADMir rr 

I think it's very important 

SOMEI'IMES I HEAR WOMEN TALKING ABOU 
FINALLY rHEY ' RE ALLOWING I'HEMSELV 
BE I' ALKED ABOUT 

MEN ' S ASSES AND I ' M ASTOUNDED BECAUSE I rHINK 
ro I'ALK ABOUT' T,E VERY THI NG I'HAT WE USED ro 

Right and the only difference · s simply don ' t abstract that and cw.1i"ffa.fl for that 
I mean I might be physically uened on by that man's calf I woula: ~e~ fall in love 
with himI mean it's conciev ble that you might even want to go to bed with somebody 
just because they were a x object but you wouldn't mistake that for the whole per
son men do you know they fall in love with the body with the sex object women in 
general when it comes f alling in love which is not the same as we don't interpret 
that as being physica y turned on so m~ h of~ what a man is enters into what falling 
in love is which is think much less ~ men 

FALLING IN LOVE WI H THE WHOLE AS OPPOS r o 

Well there is another interesting 
the tape one woman pointed out tom 

e about this and this I ' m not sure I want on 
that in sex even even is sex men determine 
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THEIR attractiveness to us their usefulness to us as th r function they have to be 
able to fuck a woman only has to lie there so that in a deep way when we think about 
a man we want a functional one 

AND WE ' RE MORE TURNED ON BY THE BEI'TER FUNCTIONER 

qight 

THE MORE HE CAN DO IT ' S SORTOF LIKE POWER TOO 

Ri~ht I don ' t want this to ~o on 

NO I THINK THIS IS VERY INTIMATE I MEAN 

But it ' s real interesting It will however out in our art 

wow THAT ' s INTERESrING Ir rtEALLY GIVES ME A L r i'O I'HINK ABOUr I WANr TOASK A 
COUPLE MORE rHINGS AND WE CAN JUSr T . .\!K SOMEMO E ABOUT THE RESr OF rHIS 

Want to change seats are you t i red you can oak at the tree if you want 

NO I ' M FINE 

I mean I picked the ~est seat for myself would be relaxed 

IN FACT WHEN I DO rHE PHOrtX;RAPHS OF YOU •.. I WOULD REALLY LIKE ro HAVE YOU IN rHAT 
SPECIFIC SPOT 

With the Chicago picture 

YiAH 

It makes me mad(?) because I cut th 
was she cut off the real writing th 
synthesis of all the writing she ha 
$a,et I didn ' t like but I in f 9,ct d 
like it I'M so abrasive(?) you kno 

DID YOU NOT LET YOURABrtASIVE SID 

writing off the bottom of it what made me mad 
sh~~on the original picture and did a 

on ~ pictures and put it on there and~ 
think it ' s comparable(?) to the shape ... I really 

No whenever she comes out she e los es and i s more unpleasant than she needs to be 
and then I lose friends and I b come panic~ ..• I haven ' t solved that problem ... I 
was simply abrasive and I ha · ery few fri ends and when I was 14 I was the kid 
nobody wanted t m s i t next too the bus ..• later I noticed that people that I didn't 
like were usually mnlikable a then(?) top}s.,~pr ~nd I decided to watch ad see 
how other people were likeavl and I was ~f doin?_thft ~f ~s ~otally 
transported(?) and that ' s whe I (indistinguisable) t«/-~ ~,t _ 
OH NOW I UNDERSTAND THAT I'1' ' FUNNY BECAUSE I DON ' i' llU®C:KIEER PERCIEVE YOU AS ABRASIVE 

No because I'm always contr lling it I ' m not abrasive I mean when iou give me a 
platform and say go ahead d talk i t hink i can be quite exciting as a talker but 
if i ' m in a group and othe peopl e want to talk it' s jusjr too bad 

YES BUT DOESN ' T THE ABRA VENESS ALWAYS COME~ FROM FRUSTRATION 

yes it comes froma li etime of frustration. 
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is something we al so have to consider 

WHY IS Ir THAT PAINTING EMBARASSES MEN so MUCH? 

when I t old him about my cancer he 

;_h_.th,~~M:tt1tiorr.,jct1'1it"tre7!!cod:mttffl--<of..~e • minimum 
wi a~:rei~-Aec.....Si:U..CLl,:QO_Q.11-

aesthetic don ' t say ahead 
'----uf'-t-bm,--;;re-.rrltn:m:t-t'.t'rt'!nmd7ire--,~d--fte''&--:~.d----tl¼a.t-~tt.t--kft~ my whole point is let ' s 

be curious (tape ends here) 
lll\..i\c \J.... 'J 
SHE rELLS M ALL HER SECRErs 1N rHIS WAY SHE IMP1{aTES 
IN rHIS WAY IMP:1GTES rHE QUALITY OF HIS DREAMS LE SHE SLEEPS HE BEGINS ro 
rALK BACK .. ,n~ TH WAY HE IMPROVES THE QUALifY O ER DREAMS IN A NEAREY PERFECT 
DIAL(X; NfJ~PEAKER GES ~ UPON REALITY ETARY FORPROFESSIONAL EXPERTS 
BETWEEN rHE BODY AND DEArH HOLE THE FFLrHE COFFIN THE POMPOUS LrHIEUM rHE 
GRAVEDIGGER WAirs EACH ~ ENT WITH rH ~ SHOR.r RAPS l'HE DISCOURSE ON rHE HISrOrtY OF 
ANYrHING IS A REFORM RAP R ArED F. URE OF PASSION IS WORTH NOrHING LACK OF CONrENT 
AND SHUGGLED(?) CLANKS NERVOU y HE GRAVEDIGGER IS TiilL]) OF BABYSir :rngvALIGOUS 
MICROORANISMS IMMEDIATELY RSVP A Si r DOWN DINNER LOVE AFrERMATH Ir s SOME 
COMFORT WHEN ALL THE HOUSES GH A NIGHT WITH SAP rHAT KEEPS GOBBING IN fHE fIMBER 
ON THE DOOR THE TEES OF L ,G DISTANC COMPANIONSHIP STAND PROFUSE AND ENCOURAGES 
MY IMAGINArION TO S jEK SENSE OF TH UTURE LOW OF THE AFTERMATH IT ' S SOME COMFOm' 

.~ NXXDEXXUXlKllXlXXWElltxM:mJI.X THAr ALL E HOUSES SIGH AT NIGHT wrrH SAP THAr KEEPS f _ rna! NG FROM THE MEER I ADORE THE TEASE F LONG nisrANcE COMPANIONSHIP I DON ' r 
~ MIN rHE HOT IN WHICH THE ONLY GUESTS AR DEAD GENERALS Af LEASr fHEB COLO~FUL 

EPI rs COMMAN MY' DREAMS EVEN s rALE PERFUME EN URAGES MY IMAGINA rION ro SEEK our 
SCENTS OF T FUTURE BUT WHEN I SIT DOWN TO A PI WHOSE KEYS ALL STR!liKE I'HE MME 
NOTE THB'm}fflY.+m. EVAPORArE QUALITY OF MUSIC CHIANS ME O LOVE rHAT CAN ' T REMEMBER 
HOW ro Cnffl'......c.'ii'O~M THAT FULLNESS fHAT IS FORGOTTEN fHE G BANG THAT REMINDS rHE 
READER OF H r ERlliERS PRESIDIUM 
BAD y NArUR s VERY SPOOKY YOU MAY Nor rHINK so Bur JUSr OOK AT ?HOSE VULfURES 
THROUGH MY FIELD LSSES SEE rHE 

e 

TAPE #J (~ ri nb~~1:raffer _i::. Jf(.////;)firs t side Gloria reading some of her 
poetry (part odr which is tra cribed aboveJiKiKMX and the rest is a woman talking 
to Gloria about "Icons" on th second side most of it is Gloria and a friend 
listening to music, stoned.there is a little of Francis Jaffer talking about 
a "female aesthetic" at the end srrch I have transcribed . 

- Ann 

I've just begun to know it 

THEN WOULDN ' T WE I'END TO IDENrIFY WITH MEN? AIHER frlAT MORE THAN WOMEN? 

Well I think that ' s certainly a heavy part of who we are as artists I think 
are women who have a strong identification with men I think in the sense that we 
are androgenous mn the sense that artists expereince themselves as being androgenous 
women artists have a strong male side as XK male artists have a strong female side 
if you can use those terms I mean I use them with great misgiving male and female 
but they stand as cultural rather than biological 

so THAT THEY I RE NOT FIXED AND IT Is INTERESTING BED INNING SOMEHOW ro I IM NOT COMFOR* 
rABLE ANYMORE I HAVE TO ADMIT rHAr THE 'BERM WOMAN ARl'ISr WHEN PEOPLE ASK ME WHA'r fHE 
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NATURE OF THIS PROJECT IS AND WHAT I'M WRITING fHIS BOOK ON I SAY I'M LOOKING FOR 
WOMEN ARTISTS OVER 40 AND SUDDENLY IT ' S BEX;INNING TO SOUND VERY FUNNY IN MY EARS 
AND IT ' S BEEN SINCE THAT ARTICLE IN MS. WHEN I READ rHE ARTICLE rHE FIRST TIME 
WirH HANE!' BEREI' AND CYNTHIA OSIC I WASXK@SllIE HOSTILE I FELr REALLY NASTY TOWARDS 
CYNTHIA OSIC I I'HOUGHT SHE ' S JUST DENYING EVERYTHING THAT 'S IMPORrANT SHE' S JUST REALl 
POMPOUS SHE' S WAY UP THERE AND THEN I READ ITA AGAIN AND THEN I REALLY AGREED WirH 
HER 

I don ' t I disagree with her 

WE CAN TALK ABOlIT THAT 

(tape #3 ·de A ends here) 

TAKING CON ROL OF OUR LIVES AND LErTING r GO IN OUR ARI' 
J 

Using art thewa I wanted to use it y(?) bringingart into our lives and 
our lives into o art 

Not separating them 

AND MAKING OUR ARr BEYOND. 

And yet it's all serious and 

I'HAT ' S THEIMPORTANT T\HING 
I mean because it is a joke 

SAYS 

s all jive at the same time 

BECAUSE IF WE TAKE IT TOO 
AN ART PIECE 

WE HAVE ro TAKE DELIGHT IN THE FACT THAr IT ' S 

I can ' t help thinking joke 

DEATH IS ERGO ALL OF HIS .IS A BIG EQUAL SI 

Yes we ' re really sa ing that all of this is be art because it ' s going 
to be jive(?) life ike we ' ll warn ourselves 

WE WILL CHANGE TE WHOLE NOTION OUR FRIENDS NOTION WHOEVEfl AITENDS 
MAYBE THE MEDIA OF DEATH IN THE UNIVERSE 

Maybe we can the kind of thing where like the 

RIGHT THEY C PUT US IN A BOX AND WATCH ALL THAf 

The state fall this foam rubber that I have left over from the readings 

I re ly don ' t know what that is all about It seems odd to me KKK! the realization 
tha God ma~e us x y and z ways 
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HOW DO YOU FEEL KNOWING THE BIG THRUST OF THE WOMEN ' S 
EXPLOSIONAI (?) COVERING Losr MATRIARCHIES AND EXPL 
ART IN MATR CHI.ES rHAT WERE PRE CHRISI'IAN .. . WOM 

OVEMENT IS SORr OFA SIDE 
ING PRE CHRISfIAN IMAGES OF 

WHO ARE MERY CONSCIOUSLY SPEAK* 
ING IN TERMS A FEMALE THEATRE 

Well there has al ys been that I mean I ' m sur there is that siXX same response to 
the virgin the motn r of god as the feciundma oi(?) in Orthodox English the fruitful 
body these profound d very primitive very sic kinds of fertility and fruitfulness 
and that sort of thin it seems 

THE DIETY IS 

Well I don ' t think of an 

YOU DON ' T fH INK OF A MALE GOD 

Well I think of Jesus as a 
YOU THINK MORE IN TERMS OF 

No I reall y don ' t think 
terms 

EXCEPT ALL RELIGIOUS 

god the father 

EREAL SPIRITUAL lilREATOR? 

s of that at all I just don ' t think in sexual 

IGIOUS TRAINING REFERS ro A GOD 

Yeah that doesn ' t ther me particulat-y limits 
god and to me do ot quote me as any voice organised religion or Eastern Orthodox 
critici sm but P, rsonally I do not thi nk of an athropoligic father athough there are 
soma Icons of he Tinity that we have 

( I just r l ized that this is the same woaan wh was on the first side of the tape , 
talking about Icons again and not Frances Jaffer) 
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which is ~t started . . . cause when I make myself less explosive 

SOMEBODY WAS curl'ING YOU OFF , ONE rIME .:'HAT ' S WHY Ir CAME our THE WAY Ir SIB 

OH yeah but now I should be able t deal with it 

YOU SAID IN YOUR JOURJOU, fHAr Y'OU NEED TO BE MOR:::! ADVENTUiU~US 

1'hat was a very risky article 

IT WAS WONDERFUL I WROfE ABOUr I T ACrUALLY WASN'r EXACTLY IN REEE~ENCE r o 
WHAT LEVER(?) SAID Bur J:LJIAS I DID AR EW OF rHE LASr REXWORrH SENSA :'IO~S(?) 
AND JAPANESE AND CHINESE;~Ers IN WHICH MADE NOTE rHAT THEY WERE Nor ADVENTURSOMH 
AS MUCH AS, l.HP WERE NOT ONLY VICI'IMS • rH BOUND FEEr BUr rHEY WERE rHE ONLY //OMEN 
WHO COULD \lalii, WERE THE ONES WHO WER ?RErry MUCH RESTRICrED ro rHE PALAijE 
&lmPESIANS AND LADIES WHO W E Y IMOBILE AND I FOUND A WONDERFUL @I PASSAGE 
FROM. .. IN WHIDCH SHE SAYS . HAS 1'0 BE MOBILE AND ADV EN fURESO~~ J._ .~~A.t5 .1.J'l_{~J'.:_j~r\ 
A PARAPHRASE • • • THAT ' S JUSr JOURNAL ENTRY BUI' rr CAME Ar A «:IME WHENAEVE.iY"l"ITTWG- ~ 
TOO REitD YOU READ fALKS A30 Ir so I HUST WANrED ro rALK ABOUr Ir YOU SAID BEING 
A POEr GIVES YOU fHE OPPO UNifY r o BE MORE AD~ENTURSOME AND ALSO SOME OF YOUR 
fRAVELS YOU SAID rr WA A LIFELONG AMBITION ro GO ro GREECE 

I can't answer that because it was a true stru~gles I didn't like much of Greece 
modern Greece I was not nearly adventuraous enough I was much too frightened and I 
found the hysterical condition of modern Greece in the summertime overrun with 
tourists and untrained personnel who get hysterical when they can ' t handle the 
situations t ~ey simply vell and scream at you just constantly threatening my paranoid 
self and my fears traveli~g I was disa~pointed in the ~oddesses deeply deeplY.:!D,~d. 
disaponted I knew the environment and I immersed myself in the study of the Ohc,,ttt,') 

froma feminist point of view tried to make capitol for myself out ofA Athena who~((., 
images had apperaed to me in dreams and in visions and oc so on and I began to discover 
that she was daddy ' s good girl and Zeus said I have a thunderba.11(?) sit down and 
shut up and she s ~t down and shut up and and finally there was a patriarchy even the 
goddess of wisdom had no real power and particulary if they were female if they were 
masculine ... finally I decided that theimages I had come t o find in Greece were not 
satistactory but those were all literary when I went into -yhe museums I was absolutely 
ecstatic and the sights the actual classical sights were so exciting to me I was 
in another place I was high on them but modern Greece and Byzantine Greece with all 
those~ Christian images just made me so unhappy that I just decided to leave although 
I spent ftays running in andout of the museum inx Acwinon and Athens~ 
~ ,~ cstatic joy a.DEfso the alternation between ecstasy and unhappiness may have 
to do with my difficulty in being adventurous my mii dleaged needs for comfort are 
very strong and just the wish to get rid of them doesn ' t always get rid of them 

~so I want to be more adventl.lr%0US and I don ' t know how t o do it without frightening 
'5elf out of existence and I think the feminist pool are such an ~enture out of the 

confines of the middleclass Jewish community of Hartford Connecticut where I 
was brought up that that might be mu~h of the adventura~~~~~~-that I can handle I 
am learning to be adventurous in other ways I am very ~t~nd my toe joint is not 
even in my socket and yet I have learned to walk three miles in an hour and I am 
learning to jog I can jog 5 minutes without stopping that seems silly to some people 
to me at 57 and arthritic that may be the adventure thatis for me I have to be careful 
maybe not to go to extremes I would like to be much more adventureous and travel and 

Jexplore and just explore all kinds of things but I think I am conditioned and it 
is very much against me I really feel that we have to entitle ourselves to our o~ 
self pity if you have no s elf pity you have no art but I think maybe self pity is~ 

ci.wh form of our own self for women at this point but maybe that8a another aesthetic 
f~ ~is poiJl;J.r"that we have to be careful of any of the rulework(?) for art 
is threecl~-mensional art(?) but self pity that is pity for women mkkes it into a kind 
of courageious honesty may te more legitimate in our art than we allow it to be yha t 


